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ABSTRACT

Linguistic coordination depends upon some extent of interpretable and resolv-

able implicit communication as pertinent to any given act delivered or read to

carry communicative intent. Implicit communication may bear various forms,

from denotative versus connotative phrasal meaning representations to eval-

uations of holistic or stepwise behaviors (whether among humans or among

nodes of a system more broadly) in determination of implicit participation and

cooperation. This thesis proceeds in documenting how various communicative

channels serve to inform accommodative design receptive to unconventional in-

dicators of participation. It holistically encompasses such explorations through

theories of silence and current work in conversational database querying, but

the focus in particular is upon research for proof-of-concept game design attend-

ing to theory of mind presentations in children with autism spectrum disorder.

This project is not only about informing accommodative design, but also about

informing the means of informing accommodative design; as such, user study

and expert feedback sessions not only serve the design process, but the design of

the design process. Confronting similar processes and problems whether craft-

ing a working set of linguistic definitions or crafting expectations for free-form

querying with small data, the theory-of-mind project is a unifying thread for

the whole as a matter of finding, or building, the structures necessary for open-

ended communicative liberty. Working to expand technological inclusivity via

assumed cooperation, this project and its adjuncts explore how far the limits

may be taken of what a system or dataset may offer the user and vice versa for

as long as communicative “benefit of the doubt” is granted and sustained.
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PREFACE

“You little box, held to me...Promise me not to go silent all of a sudden.”
- Bertolt Brecht, “Radio Poem”

While my research path at Cornell has been a sort of grand tour of ex-
ploratory trial, the path was all but a random walk. Indeed, the exploration has
been more so an attempt at set resolution in collecting the strengths of several
areas’ methods, questions, and perspectives than a path outright in the sense of
investigations left behind. This document, while formatted outright in the way
of a “staple thesis,” has its strongest takeaways in the concentration of overlap
gradually saturated in pursuit, or recognized for later and potential pursuit, be-
tween subareas of computer science and social sciences alike, and it is asserted
that much meaning may be found in the the ways these layers either stacked
atop each other or were neighboringly absorbed in their ordered selection. The
shuffling and stacking, the layering or fusing – whatever the description that
captures these uniquely entwined research processes experienced in learning
how distributed systems problems are like linguistics problems, or database fil-
tering via natural-language negotiation similar to human-robot interaction con-
cerns, all coalesce as training and vision for a Ph.D. subsequently pursued as a
focused but inspired endeavor characterized by comparative and cohesive rev-
elatory potential, and it is encouraged to be read as such.

Though I have explored more research as an M.S. student at Cornell Univer-
sity than that which this thesis shall capture, indeed spanning Reddit commu-
nity studies of language to distributed systems and cloud computing research to
robotics collaborations with human ecology and mechanical engineering profes-
sors, this thesis in full samples a few documents of various contexts and stages
in order to trace my overall themes of interest — ones that lead into a current re-
search project of optimizing database querying with linguistic and engineered
speech nuances. This thesis focuses upon one project that employs or invites
many of said overall themes, and it includes appendices to describe how such
interests have influenced that project’s development in addition to that project’s
effect upon others.

During an initial period as a team lead in Professor Guy Hoffman’s Human-
Robot Collaboration & Companionship Lab (HRC2) before moving to Professor
Ross Knepper’s Robotic Personal Assistants Lab (RPAL) and Professor Ken Bir-
man’s Derecho project in distributed systems, I developed an interest in the
pragmatics of silence and pause cues as they relate to our expectations and feel-
ings of trust, likeness, or companionship with our devices. I wished to further
investigate the conviction that the level of trust we have in our devices may not
only improve our interactions with them in setting more appropriate or ambi-
tious goals for their use, or in getting more comfortable and creative with the in-
teractions we provide in expectation of reasonable interpretation, but also may
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afford self-reflection when such devices are regarded as receptive, trustworthy
participants in communication.

In this frame of mind, I set forth an exploration in three ultimate stages as
my interests therein developed. In my pragmatics course taught by committee
member and linguistics professor Sarah Murray, I pondered initial questions in
a pragmatic framing of how we might begin defining silence so as to position
further questions of how it is (or should be) recognized from, or even recog-
nized by, such devices as smart phones (often with voice assistants) or more
anthropomorphic robots. Defining, characterizing, and contextualizing silence
set the stage for further exploring which communicative acts seem productive
or “off” with our devices and, per games, models, and tools engineered, taking
a linguistic view as to why.

Over the following summer, I continued to explore these sorts of questions
in the sense of communicative rifts or fallout, and the expectations that children
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) may have of their devices or programs
and vice versa with respect to users engaging non-traditional communication or
perception. In particular, I tweaked user study and game design approaches in
such a way as to evoke how data collection and presentation may be organized
to provide effective back channels for learning goals and self-awareness as they
pertain to autistic theory of mind.

Finally, once back at Cornell for the second year of two in my M.S. research, I
delved further into questions of natural human interactions with a device, pro-
gram, or system by considering how speech incorporation itself could more
directly leverage silence and pause for more human-like conversation with a
database to more efficiently resolve database queries. I have hypothesized this
potential for quick query resolution in recognition of how incorporating com-
mon backchanneling involves more frequent back-and-forth interruption – not
in spite of it. The key idea is recognizing interruption as not always being evoca-
tive of, or equivalent to, turn-taking. In other words, I posited that the encour-
agement of backchanneling (words like “uh-huh” to indicate understanding,
listening, or, at the very least, an unwillingness to request a speaking turn from
the current speaker, be that the database via text-to-speech or the user) would
achieve more natural and effective query resolution, despite more frequent ex-
changes of shorter length and potentially less (overt) information richness, than
cleaner, structured question-and-answer turn-taking between a database and
user without the common communicative tool of backchanneling that maintains
and advances conversation between human beings.

This thesis proceeds in featuring the second stage of my M.S. research by
focusing upon a trio of documents I wrote while at the University of Edinburgh
studying autistic theory of mind (ToM). This trio is pertinent to the project pro-
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posal, first user study, and expert feedback interviews, but it was later elabo-
rated upon by additional chapters of lessons learned for a new problem struc-
ture. I largely owe the work in the summer between my M.S. years to a grant
from Cornell’s Einaudi Center for International Studies. The proposal, user
study design, and expert feedback interviews describe my pursuit of investi-
gating how a child with ASD struggling with empathetic perception negotiates
with crowd-sourced data through a game interface, further considering such
matters as how children (with ASD or of typical development) go about justi-
fying their convictions or relenting in malleability when under similar stages of
play with a human companion or physical (not computer-based) playset. This
project’s lessons and experiences heavily motivate my current research address-
ing how verbal backchanneling may provide a means for less structured, more
interruptive “back-and-forth” between a human and text-to-speech database in-
terface to arrive at query resolution in quicker or more natural, comfortable
ways evocative of better user appraisal of the system and more useful user-
provided information; it aims further out to take burdens off of the database for
context recognition in speech-to-text or for difficult specificity (not to mention
conversational tedium) in the refinement of clarifying questions.

These three phases of research questions coalesce across my M.S. to prepare
and enthuse me for a computer science Ph.D. that, at its outset, shall be en-
tered to further explore pragmatics and perception as factors of computational
semantic evaluation, as well as to evoke and leverage a human understanding
of language in computing systems more broadly on behalf of computational
linguistics problems and those of related areas in line with such matters of psy-
chology, cognitive science, robotics, and databases herein brought to light.

As you read on, thank you for allowing me to share with you the middle
stage of that research [self-]discovery across my time as an M.S. student. More
content pertinent to each of these respective research phases may be found in the
appendices such that you may get a sense of the connections that have driven
my pursuits and perhaps even draw your own.

–

HOW TO READ THIS DOCUMENT

Though this document may be read without its appendices for brevity’s
sake, the encouraged reading is to peruse Appendix A before the main content,
Appendices C and onward while reading about the main text’s thesis project,
then Appendix B to conclude with a brief idea of current work motivated by the
Mine over Matter thesis project.
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Figure 1: Art Class by Edward Steed, in May 21, 2018 New Yorker [75]
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CHAPTER 1
ORIGINAL RESEARCH PROPOSAL

“Studio audience, absolute silence, please.
Do not help out or say anything!

Don’t anyone move!”

- Dick Clark, The $10,000 Pyramid [1]

1.1 Introduction

Appendix A of this thesis motivates consideration of multiple modalities of back

channels and pragmatic features of communication in being able to revise in-

terpretations of communicative turns for robust and extended conversational

maintenance. It proposes how a particular reframing of silence may serve to ac-

commodate communicative inputs otherwise discarded by a “silent treatment”

commonly misused as exclusion by relevance rather than exclusion by notice,

driving a fuller engagement of inputs and fuller definition to silence to emerge

from adjustments to relevance. Such framings become especially important

when collecting user data, both for deciding how to do so and for evaluating

what communicative demonstrations exist within collections. Such framings

may improve study design and crowdsourced data management, but also con-

versational maintenance in human-robot interaction (HRI) or spoken database

querying (Appendix B) domains when applied.

Accordingly, a linguistic leveraging of pragmatics is not only crucial for

framing silence in an understanding of multichannel communication between

humans or between humans and devices, but also in framing the individual

user’s representational and communicative thinking for such engagements –

especially when communicating by such means or side channels as might not

1



be accommodated by what are often neurotypical designs and algorithmic or

data biases. Research across child development and education, communica-

tive disorders, psychology, language, and otherwise finds “deep, pervasive,

and complex connections between theory of mind and pragmatics, not only

in autism but also for other children, [which] may be taken as evidence that

they are rooted in the same cognitive mechanisms” [77, P. 34]. This proposal

for research over the course of the summer of 2017 under the advising of Doc-

tor Helen Pain in the University of Edinburgh Informatics department offers an

exploration of autistic theory of mind and executive functioning through the

development of a matching game that makes use of Google’s publicly available

‘Quick, Draw!’ game data. Players will match drawings that are not identi-

cal as in typical matching games, but rather are multiple players’ recorded in-

stances of attempted representation of the same drawing prompt or category,

encouraging players to resolve multiple perspectives to a single matching con-

cept. Extensions are also proposed to broaden the game from images to text

and conversation in incorporating Cleverbot data for an alternative experience

in playing the same game, depending upon whether the user or aide would

rather have the player focus on pictoral or textual and conversational matters of

perspective resolution.

Preliminary card-based matching game trials will be conducted with chil-

dren with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and with typically-developing (TD)

children, availability permitting for the former, else allowing for experts in ASD

to serve as proxies to the former in forecasting the development of a device-

based version of the game for a child to play more freely — that is, without

the need for physical cards and with a potential for large variation in cards as

Cleverbot and ‘Quick, Draw!’ data collection continues to swell in both amount

2



Figure 1.1: Google makes thousands of ‘Quick, Draw!’ sketches and such
details as their stroke order publicly available. Matching dif-
ferent representations of the same concept may serve as a game
for insight or therapeutic aid into autistic theory of mind.

and analytical detail afforded. This research proposes to measure success rates

and time expenditures in the matching game in hypothesizing measures’ dif-

ferences between child groups as a telling matter of differing theory of mind

between ASD and TD children, and it projects how such a game may assist

in furthering empathetic perspective, understanding, and dialogue as skills for

ASD children in partnership with professionals’ therapy.

1.2 Background

Google has debuted a ‘Quick, Draw!’ game online in which users have a set

of prompts of items or concepts they are supposed to draw as mouse-dragged

black ink on a white canvas screen space within a limited amount of time per

prompt, with an AI program guessing as the user draws at what it is they are

drawing. The goal is to get the program to recognize the drawing as the prompt

word or phrase within the sketching time allotted. The game has amassed mil-
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lions of drawings, both ones recognized for their prompt and ones failed for

appropriate recognition in time, also getting filtered for unsuitable and obscene

content with user assistance in making its data publicly available. For example,

Figure 1.1 shows some of the hundreds of thousands of angel drawings that

players have drawn per the same prompt, and the page of drawings even plays

back the stroke order that made each one. At the end of a round of six draw-

ing prompts, the player also gets to see what their drawings per prompt looked

similar to in terms of other possible prompts, according to the AI, and gets to

see what others have drawn for the same prompt given.

Individuals with autism spectrum disorder, or ASD, may face a “theory of

mind” deficit as theorized by Simon Baron-Cohen [55]. Regarding theory of

mind, “The idea was that an individual with a theory of mind should be able

to identify mental states within themselves and others and use this information

to make predications regarding others’ behavior,” according to the Indiana Re-

source Center for Autism [55]. The Autism Research Institute describes theory

of mind, or ToM, in relation to autism as “the notion that many autistic individ-

uals do not understand that other people have their own plans, thoughts, and

points of view. Furthermore, it appears that they have difficulty understanding

other people’s beliefs, attitudes, and emotions” [31]. ToM deficit, or “mind-

blindness,” may present in such interactions as intentional communication and

pretend play [55].
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1.3 Game Premise

One matter of perspective that may be difficult for individuals with ASD to

resolve is that of image-based and physical representations of concepts. The

ability to recognize that various people may view the same entity differently

is the second level of Visual Perspective Taking (VPT), whereas Level 1 VPT

involves being able to recognize if another person can see an item – recognizing,

for example, that it is in the person’s field of vision and that the person has their

eyes open to see it [38]. Level 1 and Level 2 develop sequentially, though even

typically-developing adults may occasionally have trouble ”placing themselves

in others’ shoes,” so to speak [38], giving this proposal’s game a fun appeal

while still enabling for more straightforward matches – for example, matters of

drawing skill rather than of semantic differences in depicting the prompt – to

tailor to ASD evaluative and therapeutic gameplay.

In regards to the second level of VPT, if ‘Quick, Draw!’ participants were

asked to draw a house as just one example, a reasonable user within the United

States may be expected to resolve a log cabin and the White House as both

suiting the item label and match cards showing each when prompted with the

house label to find a pair for. If a player with ASD conceptualizes a house a

certain way, will they nonetheless be able to extend their notion of a house from

other semantic and individualistic points of view to make a similar matching?

Theory of mind deficit suggests that there may be difficulty therein, and this

research intends to develop and test such use of the ‘Quick, Draw!’ sketches

data as a game to address such hypotheses.

Google’s drawings data can be restricted to certain categories, ranging from
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specific drawing prompts to data preprocessed with stroke simplifications.

Within these categorizations, the data can also be filtered by such details as

country code of drawer origin and whether the drawing was recognized within

the allotted time or not. We shall restrict all drawings used in our matching

game to be within the drawer’s declared country so as to leave out cultural

differences as a confounding factor in perspective resolution. Because perspec-

tives across cultures are indeed important to learn and acknowledge and these

drawings’ incorporation may make for more fun of a game for more advanced

players, we shall make it a game setting to toggle as to whether or not draw-

ings are indeed country-restricted. We will also default the game to only use

‘Quick, Draw!’-recognized drawings, but we will allow as a settings toggle for

the player to potentially encounter drawings that went unrecognized for their

respective prompt when they were recorded; this enabled setting is projected

as comparable to selecting a maximum difficulty for this game to have. Even

among typically-developing children or any sets of players, we hope for this

setting to invite a plethora of semantic discussion similar to the conversational

generation one might find in a common party game; is a partial chair a chair?

What would incline someone to call a partial drawing its intended prompt ver-

sus a less likely, but seemingly complete, object of different identification? These

setting toggles are additional ways to affect difficulty and personalization of

the game beyond standard difficulty delineations within the game as next de-

scribed.

There will be two versions of the gameplay that depend upon the difficulty

level chosen, with difficulty scaling by level within each version as well. One

version will have a grid of cards where each card displays a real drawing that

someone made in the ‘Quick, Draw!’ data. Players will not be shown any
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prompt words; instead, it will be up to them to look at the full grid of drawings

and match two cards (which are not identical as in typical matching games, due

to these cards having different ‘Quick, Draw!’ drawings on them of the same

key word or phrase) that they believe represent the same item or concept. When

cards are matched successfully, players will have three attempts (adjustable in

number) to give a word or phrase that they believe to be the unifying prompt.

Players will receive full points for getting both the matching cards and the cor-

rect prompt phrase, or they will get half of the possible points for only getting

the cards to match without correctly guessing the prompt. There are no penal-

izations, only grades of points awarded. If the player does not correctly guess

the prompt word or phrase after three tries, it will be revealed to them. The

player will then be prompted to draw their own version of the prompt, with

flexible settings as to whether or for how long this drawing period is timed, af-

ter which completion the drawing will be recorded in the game data, the player

will receive a message of encouragement, and the board will reappear for fur-

ther matching. Further edits of this game may have a series of unsuccessful

prompt guesses lead into a multiple-choice option or, to avoid cases of one very

clear multiple-choice answer among several unlikely ones (e.g. having the gen-

erated options of ”house,” ”stick,” and ”pumpkin” as opposed to an ideal of,

for example, ”house,” ”hospital,” and ”church”), a series of blanks appearing

representing the prompt’s letters with one or two letters already provided such

that the player must guess at the full word or phrase from these hints.

The second version of the game is similar but simpler. The player will get the

same sort of cards grid of drawings, but rather than having to match cards based

on what prompts the player imagines may exist in the grid, the player will be

provided with a prompt alongside the grid that directs them to find two cards
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that suit said prompt. They will continue to select matches of cards in relation to

a given prompt until the grid is empty and restocked with a new round of cards.

This game version does not involve the player going through submitted guesses

after each match as to what prompt concept the match pertains to because of the

prompt already being provided in this version, but they will have the same step

of having their own drawing of the prompt recorded after each successful match

of others’ drawings.

Preliminary testing with physical card matching will help to determine

whether difficulty is increased between levels by increasing or decreasing the

number of cards one must match within a single prompt. On the one hand,

fewer cards to match within a prompt means fewer separate perspectives and

representations of the item to have to resolve, but on the other hand, more repre-

sentations of an item within a grid may help to justify a suspicion that a certain

item is being portrayed. Both game versions may have their difficulty between

levels tailored by the number of cards one has to match within a prompt.

1.4 Proposed Analysis and Benefit

Ellie Pavlick and Chris Callison-Burch open discussion of ”Human judgments

of entailment” in their paper ”Most babies are little and most problems are huge:

Compositional Entailment in Adjective-Nouns” by reminding, ”People often

draw conclusions based on ’assumptions that seem plausible, rather than as-

sumptions that are known to be true’ (Kadmon, 2001)” [62, P. 3]. In matters

of perspective, individuals with ASD often restrict understanding of plausible

points of view in self-containing instead to experiential ”truth” and predictable
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patterns based on the knowledge they have, with such people as aforemen-

tioned autism-specializing psychologist Simon Baron-Cohen “[contending] that

the autistic brain is ‘the ultimate pattern detector and truth detector”’ albeit

empathetically limited in theory of mind [42]. In this vein, people with autism

spectrum disorder are often described as being “in a world of [one’s] own” per

an individual’s behaviors and communications [24]. But perspective adoption

and resolution can be taught [19]. This thesis offers a definition of perspective

resolution as herein referring to the understanding that multiple points of view

are addressing the same concept even if, as inherent to the description, the same

physical or abstract entity is viewed differently by different individuals.

Whether multiple points of view are addressing the same concept is, of

course, interpretable in itself as to whether the “same concept” means the same

identifying label or must also be taken to mean the same characterization. But

a point of our project is to help persuade children with ASD that multiple char-

acterizations of a concept may exist under the same label, and that multiple

concepts or labels may come to mind from a single descriptive characteriza-

tion. Differences between points of view may be semantic in multiple strains,

such as cultural (e.g. different cultures’ initial impressions of the words “pet” or

“college”), educational (e.g. a child perhaps conceptualizing “party” to be a cel-

ebratory event and yet being able to call to mind a political party), temporal (is a

computer a device or a person, and what images may change even over shorter

time frames of ‘Quick, Draw!’ data collection?), or otherwise. There is likewise

a dimension of semantics in the artistic domain; a single line next to a box may

represent a pen and paper, whereas that line extended to fully border the box

now may represent a television (which is, in itself, a culturally-entrenched con-

cept ripe for change); if the artist were to draw a stick figure within the box, one
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person may still see a television whereas another may now see a picture frame

(and might a television be sufficiently described as a picture frame?).

ASD individuals tend to present descriptions and ideas without causal de-

tails that TD children often would give [18], so this research’s developed game,

in prompting players to identify the prompting word or phrase that matches a

set of pictures, means to encourage this sort of causal and connective thinking

in ASD players and encourage a dialogue of the matching attempt’s motiva-

tion — its explanation as an attempt and as a suspected match — between a

player and their teacher, counselor, or parent. This process would also hope to

reinforce their learning of perspective-taking in learning to explain their own as

well as those they matched, as well as learning the communicative importance

in conversational maintenance of causal and perspective establishments (hark-

ing back to what Appendix A discusses and implores surrounding pragmatic

silence.)

The player will be advised in their instructions to make matches as quickly

as possible; while they will not be shown a timer in order to not distract their

focus or overstimulate the user [72], the time to make a successful match as well

as the time to make a match attempt regardless of success will both be recorded

out of sight in the game data. The encouragement of speed nonetheless may

drive players to reduce their analyses of the drawings to simpler shared prop-

erties, which, while projected to be to the benefit of successful matches in both

time to achievement and the rate of successes to attempts, may overextend these

sorts of ”flash judgments” beyond what ASD children should be encouraged to

adopt in the real world in allowing for nuance. While it is ideal for the ASD

player to develop a more natural resolution and recognition of multiple perspec-
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tives rather than an effortful one taking more time or encountering more failures

than their TD counterparts, the child should not be encouraged to inhibitively

oversimplify. Furthermore, the potential strategies that speed promotes in the

game may bring unwanted factors into our data in wanting to analyze theory

of mind and more so prioritize a child’s natural arrival at perspective resolution

and drawn similarities rather than have an external speed pressure potentially

driving their behaviors. Therefore, while we will want preliminary testing with

a physical card game to have trials with and without time pressures, with tim-

ing being a crucial aspect of communication per our motivations and developed

tools in the appendices pertaining to silence theory and conversational database

querying, we could very well remove the time pressure from the instructions

delivered to the child and still analyze their timing as earlier described.

These decisions are nontrivial in the sensitivity of ASD-serving game de-

sign. For one, there is a question of whether the expected “oversimplification”

of drawings (such as assuming a set of categorical labels that may be present

and claiming their drawing labels potentially arbitrarily rather than taking the

time to analyze drawings as depicting multiple candidate concepts, including

ones yet assumed or used in cast labels) is a worse or a more likely outcome than

overanalyzing – missing the whole from the parts, or the forest for the trees, per

the popular saying. The literature on autism spectrum disorder suggests that

people with ASD tend to struggle with such matters as facial recognition due

to focusing too specifically on facial components and smaller details rather than

the face as a whole [7], falling under what is more broadly captured as “weak

central coherence” per autistic individuals demonstrating “a processing bias for

featural and local information, and relative failure to extract gist or ‘see the big

picture”’ [40, P. 6]. It would therefore seem reasonable to design towards lesser
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focus on detail in order to encourage away from detrimental hyperattention in a

categorizing game, but ASD nonetheless leaves the question of optimal design

as one worth exploring here when considering how to resolve what may seem

paradoxical (to neurotypical minds) in an ASD “insistence on sameness” [13, P.

378] pairing with the “inability to experience wholes without full attention to

the constituent parts....A situation, a performance, a sentence is not regarded

as complete if it is not made up of exactly the same elements that were present

at the time the child was first confronted with it. If the slightest ingredient is

altered or removed, the total situation is no longer the same and therefore is not

accepted as such” [45, P. 246]. In a game of ‘Quick, Draw!’ where one attempt

at drawing, say, a spoon is recognized by Google but another faithful attempt

is not, is Google wrong? Is the artist? Under what conditions might a child

with ASD be persuaded to justify giving two separate drawings (not copies, so

not identical) of a concept the same conceptual labeling in the sense that Google

does in evaluating further drawings or in the sense of our typically-developing

child playtesters having done so towards the respective pair?

We place our faith in the Google recognition of drawings on behalf of the

wealth of samples it has had available to train on and learn from, with the

plethora of the data and the reliability of the data source leading us to set aside

drawings that cannot be classified correctly (to their drawing prompt) by a ma-

jority of typically-developing child playtesters. While we would not have con-

cern to express towards a child with ASD not properly categorizing those ex-

amples thereby considered from the TD majority misidentification to unlikely

be recognizable, we would aspire in future tests with an ASD child population

to see if the children would properly classify any such examples in exercising

an observant preoccupation with details — one that may better pair with com-
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putationally approached feature extraction and recognition than with the cog-

nitive positions of the typically-developing children. In comparing the time to

achieve a matching success as well as the time to attempt a match between ASD

and TD children as players, this research intends to determine whether a hy-

pothesized delay on part of ASD children will suggest level 2 VPT hindrances

and whether this game can assist therapeutically over time (with more exposure

to a plethora of drawings-as-perspective) to allow for shorter, but not carelessly

quick, response times to drawings of similar levels of detail without compro-

mising accuracy.

Two extensions of this game are proposed below to allow for further anal-

yses, as the priority of one, and further types of perspective resolution as the

priority of the other.

1.5 Extensions and Future Directions

1.5.1 Cleverbot Integration and Conversational Play

ASD players may struggle with more than just image-based or item-based un-

derstanding of perspectives. These issues can also present conversationally.

Children with autism spectrum disorder have presented as being less likely than

typically-developing individuals to provide responses to questions or conversa-

tional turns as well as less likely to provide relevant or novel input [17].

One way of evaluating and aiding such a difficulty may be through integra-

tion of a version of the matching game that pertains to text and conversational
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Figure 1.2: Cleverbot gives several responses to the same prompt.

turn-taking rather than image-based perspective resolution. Cleverbot is a pop-

ular online chatbot launched in 1997 that learns to converse from the conversa-

tions it has with human interactors online [60]. Rather than the same prompt to

Cleverbot receiving the same response from it with every call, Cleverbot indeed

puts its name to use by offering multiple possible responses to a given textual

input. In this sense, use of Cleverbot may be planned to effectively parallel the

use of ‘Quick, Draw!’ data in the sense of multiple calls for an angel match to

be placed on our board of cards from the ‘Quick, Draw!’ data being able to offer

different angel drawings with each call (within however many drawings Google

has collected of the prompt in question, though players continue to engage with

Google’s game and their data collection continues to welcome the activity.) That

is, with Cleverbot, we can have the response Cleverbot gives to each submission

of the same text prompt put onto a card. We would have to do our own prepro-

cessing of the results of Cleverbot calls before allowing them to go straight into

a board refresh within our game, both in terms of conversational etiquette and

prompt relevance (as with ensuring that multiple-choice options in guessing a

drawing set’s prompt are more so ”house,” ”church,” ”hospital” than ”house,”
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”stick,” ”pumpkin”) with some such preprocessing attentions discussed in the

Related Work section.

The idea would be to have a child match and argue for which (potentially

multiple) responses on the board would be motivated by a particular prompt

(the cards’ unifying ‘label’ or category, as with ‘Quick, Draw!’), opening their

consideration of multiple speaking contexts by which various cards may be an

appropriate fit of response. This game version could also be opened to wider

populations as a crowdsourcing means to help inform selection of the appro-

priate backchanneling utterance for various conversational segments, contexts,

and progressions in the author’s conversational querying work described in Ap-

pendix B — ongoing research largely sourcing this thesis work as inspiration.

1.5.2 Temporal Perspective Resolution within the Self

A further extension is to make use of players’ image contributions to test recall

as a matter of perspective resolution and understanding as it pertains to time

and other environmental factors, such that the player may understand how the

point of view a single individual has may vary in addition to understanding its

variation between individuals.

This extension would utilize the drawings collected by a player after each

match in the standard version of the proposed game so as to create an eventual

gameboard for the player that uses solely their own drawings from different

points in time — two angels, for example, with each one drawn by that same

player after different occasions of that player having matched ‘Quick, Draw!’

angel sketches. The idea with this gameboard of sketches unique to the player is
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to determine whether the player can resolve their own sketches as pertaining to

the same concept when drawn upon different circumstances of having achieved

a match that prompted their drawing, i.e. in different circumstances (having

seen different drawings in achieving a match than they saw in getting another

match for the same prompt) potentially driving somewhat different perspec-

tives of the player and different drawings by them in response to their prompt-

ing environments. Will a player be able to recognize their own drawing of an

angel, especially relative to whatever idea they have of an angel in current play

settings? Will they be able to recognize that two different drawings of an angel

that potentially differ visually but are both by that player match in the sense of

each suiting “angel” labeling? These are both interesting research questions on

behalf of aides’ and game developers’ ASD understanding and on behalf of be-

ing able to attend to ASD players in whatever aspects of this gameboard version

may present the player with difficulties.

1.6 Related Work

Chatbot language has been researched on behalf of “serious games” and ed-

ucational purposes, as with Franck Dernoncourt in “Designing an Intelligent

Dialogue System for Serious Games” having worked beyond a rigidity in the

AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) state of the art to modularize

foci upon aspects of language appropriateness ranging from grammatical label-

ings of input to analyses of intent in order to develop for the Learning Adven-

tures serious games platform [27]. Our intent is not to improve such language

systems as Cleverbot employs, but rather to utilize these systems and have the

player and an accompanying aide discuss what about the Cleverbot responses
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to a matched prompt may or may not be appropriate in given contexts of human

conversation.

Of course, the humanizing of chatbot language, certainly on the basis of ac-

tual human conversation, is not all positive. Research has been conducted over

derogatory or bias-oriented language in such systems and the dangers of ac-

quiring patterns from these conversations. In analyzing a 2005 corpus of hu-

man conversations with the Jabberwocky chatbot, Antonella De Angeli and Sh-

eryl Brahnam found in “I hate you! Disinhibition with virtual partners” that

10 percent of the stems in the corpus pertained to “abusive language” and 11

percent to “hard-core sex” [25]. Even the ‘Quick, Draw!’ game has had reports

of foul language appearing unwarrantedly in the shared dataset. We would

have to take preprocessing precautions to filter out such conversational entities

from what Cleverbot (or ‘Quick, Draw!’ image collection, with relevance to the

original game proposed) returns to prompts, as we do not want the player to

encounter provocative or extreme entries even when we are asking the player

to distinguish pertinent from impertinent matches alongside an adult aide. Not

only do we want to avoid explicit entries, but also entries that are extreme in

the sense that, beyond a question of relevance or not regarding the prompt,

the player should not be encouraged to consider whether they are potentially

appropriate in any circumstance (e.g. emotionally strong language that demon-

strates relevance to the prompt but is inappropriate behaviorally, as may be

demonstrated even, for example, by a prompt response written in solely capital

letters (a format commonly understood to convey yelling, regardless of intent to

do so); such language or, in this case, delivery should be discouraged from con-

sideration so as not to be considered an option for contextual adoption.) This

suggestion is not without controversy and, with that recognition, the game de-
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sign aspires to develop greater customization by the player’s attending adult.

Even one bias that perhaps may appear more innocent but that could detract

heavily from the “humanness” of a language system is that of language consis-

tency over time; as discussed in ”Linguistic Profiling and Behavioral Drift in

Chat Bots” [4] from Nawaf Ali, Derek Schaeffer, and Roman Yampolskiy of the

University of Louisville, some chatbots studied are more consistent across years

of use whereas others have their vocabulary highly influenced such that lan-

guage use one year might not even be properly recognized in another year (in

a sense witnessing these chatbots imbibe their own styles by use, but the sys-

tems’ conversational use may limit themselves in this way.) It may be worth

interchanging the integrated chatbot in our matching game or offering multiple

options for the chatbot origin, then, as we want players to be exposed to the vast

human inputs that such chatbots have trained upon, and we want them to even

potentially detect a consistent recognizable personality within a chatbot per its

development, but we do not want any trends within a given chatbot system to

put the player back on a path of adopting the limited perspective of a single

system without realization of the alternatives.

1.7 University of Edinburgh Summer 2017 Research Schedule

The Summer 2017 development of this game relative to being a proof of concept

informed by TD child players and ASD experts or families aspires to proceed

with as much of the following as can be reasonably achieved within the scope

of the grant and advising period:

1. Proposal Revision
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2. User Study with Physical Matching Games

3. Data Management, Paper Update, and Expert Consultations

4. Paper Prototyping

5. Expert Consultations, Smaller User Study, and Paper Update

6. Computer Prototyping and Cleverbot Paper Prototyping

7. ‘Take-Home’ User Study

8. Prototype Revisions, Paper/Chapter Finalizations, Final Expert Inputs

9. Post Game State as Open-Source, Submit Any Materials for Publication
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CHAPTER 2

USER DESIGN WORKSHOP: PROPOSAL AND FIRST RUN

Partial Amazon reviews for James Joyce’s Ulysses [46, 84]

2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter details the original proposal for a matching game to ad-

dress theory of mind in children with autism spectrum disorder. This chapter

proposes and reflects upon a first user study to evaluate initial design consider-

ations for the described device-situated game in analyzing the play of a physical

card-based matching game as a starting point. Multiple versions of this physi-

cal matching game shall be tested in order to better determine which elements

of gameplay within versions to incorporate into the eventual game design, with

the understanding that ideal elements in multiple versions may not interplay

as favorably when brought into fewer game versions (if not one) for the envi-

sioned final product. As such, an initial user study precedes several intended

subsequent iterations and follow-ups with participant subgroups. While this

particular set of study sessions focuses upon observing typically-developing

children, future studies in designing this game will focus upon receiving valu-

able expert feedback and potentially sending a game prototype home with ei-

ther typically-developing or ASD-presenting children to test in a more routine
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environment (be it their home, a classroom, or elsewhere) with the accompani-

ment of an adult the child is familiar with.

The first user study’s execution is described throughout this chapter as

threading with the commentary about each respect of its proposed design.

2.2 Design and Execution

This section shall detail everything from the game’s name to the game’s naming

conventions, from team-based and time-based possible study iterations to the

actual first user study in retrospect, and more.

2.2.1 Materials

This first study will use Google ‘Quick, Draw!’ images printed out and placed

upon card stock to create a physical matching game from the same source of

image data that the device-based game will use. The device-based game is pro-

jected to source image data in real time for creating a virtual game board of

cards to match. This real-time image sourcing intends to allow for the variety

of images one encounters in the game to be open to the vastness and contin-

ued expansion of the categorized images’ openly accessible Google data sets, in

addition to allowing for more categories to draw from as ‘Quick, Draw!’ devel-

opment continues from the game’s recent debut in November 2016.

While the device-based game is currently envisioned to measure the time

it takes for players to attempt a complete match (there may be more than two
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cards involved) and to make a successful match, these time records will not be

visible to players in the envisioned game. What will be visible to players is

a timer for drawing their own representation of whichever drawing category

they just successfully matched cards for. The game in the user study will not

involve directly comparable timing data, as it will measure the time it takes for

an entire group of children to decide upon a match as their submitted attempt

and to get successful matches as a team. In line with refraining from giving

ASD players a visible time pressure, we shall not make a timer evident in this

user study, instead going by the time on the video and voice recordings to deter-

mine with decent accuracy how much time the group of children takes to do the

aforementioned steps. Time pressures may be subtly introduced nonetheless in

having the study leader either directly state an amount of time remaining, e.g.

to draw one’s own representation of a drawing prompt, or less directly remind

that children may draw their representations as if they were confined to the 20

seconds that ‘Quick, Draw!’ players had been given for their drawings. As af-

forded, different runs of the study will alternate between one having no time

pressure for children to attempt matches as a group and one introducing a time

pressure without the explicitness of a timer per the methods mentioned. Given

the limited time of studies, it is more likely to be the case that the latter is done

with the alternative not being entirely withheld time pressures, but a more ex-

plicit use of them (e.g. setting a timer for each step of the game that children

will be aware of, be able to see, and must abide by (stopping whatever they are

doing when the timer hits zero.))

After matches have been attempted, the study leader will ask the group for

offers of what the matched category may be before a discussion of why. The

study leader will then reveal the actual category — the label from the ‘Quick,
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Draw!’ prompt — and ask the children which drawing in the match they think

looks more (or most) like the data-labeled drawing category; following a poll in

these regards, the study leader will ask for participants to volunteer an expla-

nation of their choice. After the actual categories are revealed and the children’s

thoughts on their proposed categories versus the actual ones are discussed, the

children will be asked to draw their own representations of the true categories

on the board while the study leader prepares a new board of cards — a next

round. Another run of the study may have the team come up with one drawing

as a group rather than individual drawings, though the time to reconcile a single

drawing between multiple contributors must be factored into the study time af-

forded. A follow-up study will be a matching game of these drawings wherein

we want to see if children recognize the drawings that they made as an individ-

ual or a group as indeed having been theirs and if they can correctly identify

them categorically — in effect, a matching game of their own ideas over time of

the same concept, as described in Chapter 1’s proposed extension for temporal

resolution with the self. The project leader intends this player-contained version

of a matching game to be the first branch off of the main game that is focused

upon for future work’s implementation and study.

The materials that this study needs, then, are two mats or tablecloths that

indicate a gameboard space; cardstock and paste or tape for turning ‘Quick,

Draw!’ image print-outs into game pieces as tokens to match; a phone capable

of setting a timer, else a timer outright; printer paper and markers, and a white-

board and whiteboard markers, for the children to offer their own group-made

sketches and record their category considerations; a camera or camera phone

for recording the children’s team drawings and various other images from the

session for inclusion in analyses or future writings on this project; and devices
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capable of video and audio recording for capturing the children’s approaches to

categorical deliberations, reactions to categorical reveals, and otherwise.

In the first implementation of the user study, roughly fifteen minutes of

video was recorded (with parent and child permission, as with audio recording,

photography, and otherwise) per the limitations of storage space, but roughly 45

minutes of audio were recorded in capturing the full study. The first implemen-

tation in actuality made use of paper cut-outs of individual or grouped ‘Quick,

Draw!’ images; printer paper for each child to record their own drawings of re-

vealed categories; one marker per child so as not to let color be a factor in how

drawings or aspects of them could be identified (as with ‘Quick, Draw!’ only

giving the player a black drawing tool of set line weight and no afforded modifi-

cations in order to limit the ways in which a drawing prompt may be identified

and expressed); a large notepad for the study leader to record proposed cat-

egories and monitor their deliberation; a camera on a stand for recording the

study partially (though it was set up for the full duration); a round table around

which all children and the study leader sat, as well as another University of Ed-

inburgh student in acting as a fourth but fairly removed (to keep focus upon

the children’s contributions and not influence them by his own inputs) player,

and which table’s center served as the playing board; another round table that

the advising professor sat at to observe, monitor, and contribute to the study as

necessary as an expert in running such studies and at which table each inactive

round of cut-outs — “cards” defining subsequent rounds’ game boards — were

prepared in being separately grouped for quick access as the children finished

their drawings pertaining to the current round being brought to a close; and

envelopes containing defined categories that had specified counts of cards of

specific dimensions (e.g. 10 1x1 cards of single ‘television’ drawings in the same
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envelope as, say, 5 1x5 cards constituting cut-outs of single rows of 5 drawings of

a given category.) The multiple categories were chosen for each envelope to en-

sure that the different categories within a single envelope would be sufficiently

distinct to the study leader such that, for example, ‘stitches’ and ‘picture frame’

may qualify for the same envelope placement, but ‘coffee cup’ and ‘mug’ would

not. This separation was subjective to the study leader but ultimately effective

for the leader to execute the study as planned and not susceptible to influencing

the study results given the envelope categorization pertaining only to physical

preparation of the study in storage decisions rather than to board crafting or

gameplay itself.

The various card sizes used in the study included 1x1, 1x5, 2x2, 3x3, and

5x5 arrangements of drawings within a category – that is, 1 categorical draw-

ing on a card, 5 drawings in one row all depicting the same category, and so

forth up to 25 ‘Quick, Draw!’ drawings of a certain prompt on the same card.

Attempted matches were between cards of the same size, e.g. determination

of 2 1x5 pairs out of 4 1x5 cards on a board. Rounds were diversified in many

ways with the standard means of variation between rounds being the card sizes

and the categories represented (including, too, the numbers of categories repre-

sented, and/or the number of cards on a board.) Further ways of introducing

or interchanging cards in a round included following placement of 1x5 cards

with one-by-one placement of 1x1 (single-drawing) cards to observe whether

this gradual placement of 1x1 cards would affect the categories or degrees of

conviction over categories that children asserted (including, of course, an in-

terest in whether this narrowing, expansion, or changing conviction over cate-

gories offered would seem to move towards or away from the actual categories

drawn by semantic or purposeful relevance, as well as increase or allay confu-
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sion relative to the initial board and the affordance of continued gameplay.) The

introduction of these 1x1 cards led to children, sometimes by explicit prompting

and sometimes of their own accord, deliberating which drawing on the larger

cards that the 1x1 card looked most like. The children seemed to incorporate

this step into their own drawings following a round, such as the squareness or,

as described, the “old-fashioned” characteristics of a 1x1 drawing decided to

be a cell phone seeming to parallel what characteristics some children used in

describing the cell phones they later drew themselves.

2.2.2 Participants

For the sake of establishing basic design aspects of the game before getting more

nuanced into how to adjust the game further to ASD interactions and particu-

larities, the user study shall only involve typically-developing children as par-

ticipants beyond the researcher cohort. Most of these children will be interact-

ing with multiple projects’ researchers across multiple user studies within the

general time period of their participation in this user study. Within this partic-

ular user study, the only researchers the children shall be interacting with are

the project lead (thesis author) and general studies coordinator (Dr. Pain), re-

spectively. The project lead will direct the user study with the children, and the

studies coordinator will supervise over this and other studies in addition to aid-

ing children’s movement from one researcher’s user study to another study and

attending to children who may need some sort of assistance to fully participate.

In order to maintain an odd number of participants per group in the circumstan-

tial attendance of an even number of children, an additional researcher may sit

in on the study as an acting team member; we do not consider this a harm to
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our study, as such circumstances may provide insight into a child’s supervised

and partnered gameplay alongside an adult figure in forecasted real-world use

of the developed game.

Beyond the limited availability of children with ASD to participate in our

institutional research, the research team also prefers not to involve children with

ASD in this first user study because of the more open-ended and group-based

first design study being potentially overwhelming to children who risk sensory

overload and because of yet having tailored the activity to specifically attend to

ASD children as its target participant group. Such tailoring will follow after this

study first establishes an edited, robust, and justified game design basis.

The study affords up to ten children in one workshop round at a time and

requires a minimum of two. The ideal number of children in a round is six so

as to avoid a two-split of opinions over matches or categorizations potentially

reaching a stand-still from 50-50 opinions. Were a version of the study to in-

volve defined teams racing each other to get the correct matches and correct

categorizations, having one member per team would be too few for want of

discussion between people within teams, and five children per team reaches an

unmanageable total number of children for one study leader to coordinate and

effectively study at a time. These children should be old enough to write sim-

ple words and to have a sufficient visual vocabulary of simple objects, but they

should be young enough to find a simple matching game of potentially unchal-

lenging images sufficiently engaging that they are willing and able to complete

a full game board of matches. If teams are implemented, the division of teams

within a workshop round shall mix older children on teams with younger ones

so that younger children are not discouraged in competition with older ones if
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they encounter a workshop round that introduces time pressure via competi-

tion, as has been described in the Materials section. The children will otherwise

be arbitrarily assigned to each of two teams (in the case of teams at all) balanced

in member number. In the case of few study participants at a time or a desire to

extend discussion in preference over a larger quantity of board iterations, given

the studies’ time constraints, a whole study group may act as one team rather

than being divided.

The first study had four children enrolled but three children who showed up.

A University of Edinburgh student directed by the same advisor as this study’s

leader acted as a fourth study participant in order to serve as a fairly quiet and

inactive player who could contribute ideas and help steer or motivate the chil-

dren’s participation if needed; this student was relatively removed in practice,

making his own individual drawings as the children did, but most often letting

the children propose their own matches and categories without his own offer-

ings (this student was aware of some, but not all, of the cards and categories

ahead of the study when all of the advisor’s project students met to perform dry

runs of their studies with each other.) Because there were only three children,

because clarity of how to play a team-based, competitive (as such, inherently

timing-relevant) version of the game seemed to inhibit the flow of gameplay in

the dry runs among the project advisor and her graduate students, and because

the study leader determined that more open discussion as a group would be

preferable for useful results (more player commentary with less structure and

time-based disinclination, more openness to conversational contributions and

response rather than self- or team-contained commentary, etcetera) in learning

to formulate an eventual game design out of the study, this first study run had

all participants play together absent of teams. Naturally, subgroups formed
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and disappeared as side-conversations arose in some children talking over cer-

tain match or category proposals while another participant or other participants

deliberated outside of whichever such smaller and fleeting conversation had;

nonetheless, participants were encouraged to treat the matching and catego-

rizations as a group effort, and did indeed do so without any observed reluc-

tance, while making their drawings after each round their own individualized

efforts (save for sharing descriptions of their drawings on occasion once such

representational decisions had been made.)

2.2.3 Game and Project Title

The proposed title of this game has an explanation itself in, of course, being part

of the game design. It is important that game testers in this workshop phase

have something to call a developing game, after all. The phrase “mind over

matter” has been used historically to describe one’s control over the perception

of physical circumstances [82]. The game that this user study is being designed

on behalf of therefore is proposed with the name Mine over Matter as a play on

words that relates one’s own point of view to whatever matters in the world,

whether, say, cats or ‘Quick, Draw!’ sketches of cats, that indeed afford sev-

eral different perspectives from several different people. In other words, this

is a game about one’s perspective (‘mine’) over a matter — their mind’s span

over it, so to speak — and their recognition of others’. What may come empa-

thetically to typically-developing children as “mind over matter” recognition

of personal control over perception of circumstances is explored in this game as

more personally world-defining and narrowly interpreted in an ASD theory of

mind likening to “mine over matter.”
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2.3 Future Work

Several study iterations have been proposed in the Design section for this first

type of user study that involves playing a paper-based matching game for the

purpose of drawing observations and feedback that may inform an eventual

device-based matching game. While the one iteration of the study performed

thus far has provided ample insight into the physical game’s aspects that are too

difficult or too easy, perhaps, fun versus tedious, and hypothesized for potential

versus ripe for removal such that all such observations and feedback may be

carried into expert consultations as a next step, further iterations of this kind

of user study that vary in the proposed ways and otherwise may serve just as

well to inform the game henceforth for offering a larger set of tangible insights

towards betterment.

Crucial to note is the absence of “effective versus ineffective” in the last

statement; while such matters as whether a game is fun or not certainly may

contribute to its effectiveness, effectiveness herein refers to the ability of this

game as a launchpad for a device-based game to afford study of and care for

autistic theory of mind when given to ASD players. Though excerpts of dia-

logue from a first run of this kind of user study may be put forth as evidence

of such a game and purpose being warranted — as with, for one example, not-

ing the points at which typically-developing children chose to elaborate upon

their proposals or drawings that ASD children are projected to not have fol-

lowed suit in doing — such projections as this need to and shall be taken to

ASD experts in presenting them with the design and results of this study’s first

run with typically-developing children. Likewise, experts in game design shall
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be consulted as the next step forward so as to address not only the consider-

ations that this game must take towards ASD players and their (potentially

game-accompanying) aides, but also the matters that this and further studies

or game designs on behalf of a device-based game may need to address to en-

sure a compelling final product that is convincing to play (as a child) or offer

(as a teacher or doctor.) Appendix E details this project’s expert interviews in

depth, including commentary from one expert about said word “effective” and

the role therein of our comparable proof-of-concept research layouts.

2.4 Conclusion

This first kind of user study has thus far conducted a single run in sourc-

ing observations and feedback from typically-developing children playing a

physically-based matching game to inform the design of a device-based match-

ing game for children with autism spectrum disorder on behalf of studying and

attending to autistic theory of mind. While video capture was cut short, audio

and other records from the first run have served to offer both a subjective jus-

tification of the game in premise and purpose as well as extracted, interpreted

suggestions of (less so tangibly offered insofar as commentary) design elements

for a final game.

2.5 Forms and Documentation

Please see the appendices for unsigned samples of the forms or documents that

parents and children receive as they specifically pertain to this first user study.
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Signed forms are in the author’s secure possession, additionally including those

for expert feedback sessions subsequently described. The same or similar doc-

uments may be used in further studies (whether distinct study types or varia-

tions upon this study), depending upon the amount of alteration that following

studies may require of these documents to make them suitable. This work at

the University of Edinburgh was conducted by means of an international travel

grant awarded by the Mario Einaudi Center for International Studies at Cornell

University; as such, the relevant documents fall under an “Einaudi Workshop

Documents” appendix title.

2.6 Expert Input and Feedback

Throughout this project, experts in at least one field of human-computer in-

teraction, education, game design and development, or autism spectrum dis-

order were consulted for their respective area or areas of expertise to advise

this game. Feedback ranged from one-on-one brainstorming, interviewing, and

demoing to pairwise testing of games between researchers developing autism-

related games with Dr. Pain in parallel. Please refer to the appendices for a

comprehensive detailing of interviews held with experts in three domains fol-

lowing the first user study, and please mail the thesis author for any requests of

interview audio or direct transcripts.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN FLAWS

“No, you’re not in a box. You’re in an exit row.
And I need you to acknowledge that verbally.”

- Charlie Hankin, New Yorker cartoon [39]

These children with ASD are onto something: a reflection does not return

sameness. A major takeaway from our first user study was that we were asking

the wrong question — and consequently, defining the wrong success. Expert

feedback, as detailed in the interviews of Appendix D, suggested the same and

brainstormed anew. Our original task in the game design had been to imple-

ment it in such a way as to inch kids towards proposing the drawing labels

that the ‘Quick, Draw!’ dataset offered per image. Proposing the “correct” la-

bel counted as a success within the game and for the sake of evaluating aid to

mindblindness. There are a few inherent flaws to this design, which invite the

following categorical regressions to ASD tendencies; such characteristics mani-

festing in our own design — as such, hosting potential backfirings in aid to ASD

perception — grants our chapter its title.

3.1 Right and Wrong

Considering the point of our game as originally conceptualized being to en-

courage entertaining multiple points of view upon the same entity (drawing or

label), it seemed regressive to measure success and be corrective of users on the

basis of identifying the original prompt label. The point should not be to reach

a single “correct” point of view corresponding with that prompt, but should

instead frame success as multiple label options being sincerely and justifiably
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proposed by the child. As noted in Kami Vaniea’s interview (Appendix D),

putting aside evaluations as a matter of correct versus incorrect label determina-

tion exposes several questions without answers for how to effectively progress

the game for measurable efficacy in tune with the information that the designer,

the doctor, and the player respectively may need for appropriate engagement;

as Aurora Constantin mentions in her own interview documenting her own

experiences in autism technologies’ proof-of-concept design under Dr. Pain,

different interfaces may be warranted for different roles (researcher, aide...) sur-

rounding the child wherein the player may not see right and wrong, but the

researcher, for example, would still see whether they nominated the prompt la-

bel (not as equivalent to being “right,” necessarily, but as one dimension of the

data kept private from the child) or not. To quote Kami, “You’re gonna have

this huge — you’re gonna have a little internal battle with this game, because

on one hand you have to mark something as right or wrong; on the other hand,

you’re trying to get people to look at it closer to a Rorschach test, ‘what do I see

in this.’ And that’s really at war.”

3.2 Signal Suppression and Multimodal Blindness

3.2.1 In the Data

Just as Vanessa Zervogianni suggested the importance of stroke order in her

expert interview as an important hidden signal the static game images lack in

being able to empathize with the ‘Quick, Draw!’ A.I.’s motivation to label a

drawing a certain way, so, too, might it be important for the children to observe
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real-time or recorded examples of the A.I. generating several candidate labels

in the process of a drawing being developed. Whereas we had the user study

children generate multiple guesses upon static images’ categories by increasing

how many images were shown to them within a ‘Quick, Draw!’ label’s data

— the idea being that added drawings’ features may be incorporated into the

grounding for categorical deductions — we suspect this process to have non-

trivially consequential differences from Google’s A.I. observing the stroke-by-

stroke development of a drawing instead.

We have not yet explored how adding more of a category’s drawings to a

game board, and with what effect in adding cards of single versus multiple

drawings on them at a time, compares in its timeline of guesses to the timeline

one builds in guessing at a drawing’s category while it is being drawn. One way

we may weakly incorporate this observation into a similar user study as the one

conducted may be to have children play with a game board containing multiple

categories, ask them to each choose one of the categories to draw after a board

has been fully categorized, and then have the children guess at what each of the

others is drawing as it is being drawn. We expect this real-time guessing as the

drawing is in progress to not only affect the proposed categories from the ob-

server and their ordering, but also to affect how the artist adjusts development

of their drawing within the timeframe upon encountering said revelatory or-

derings of incorrect guesses. While our game design had considered what was

presumed to be static mindsets, so to speak, in stubbornness taken upon image

labellings, it had not adequately accounted for the static nature of the drawings

themselves for being viewed after their completion rather than in the ‘Quick,

Draw!’ style of negotiative, Pictionary-like construction.
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Figure 3.1: Add images one at a time. Figure 3.2: Add images in groups.

The ‘Quick, Draw!’ stroke-order approach to guessing at labels and the real-

time drawing conditions in which such guesses are posed must be acknowl-

edged for their core differences from what these children are doing with static

images. Expert interviews raised the point of making it clear to the children who

it is they are supposed to be drawing their own image contributions for and

whose categorical expectations they are trying to satisfy in posing labeled cate-

gories (the computer, another typically-developing child, the evaluating doctor,

etcetera.) We might, too, then need to pay more mind to how many images (and

in what card-size groupings: 1x1, 3x3, so forth; see Figures 3.1 and 3.2) are laid

out in a game board before reaching the “correct” label (per the original pro-

posal), before settling on a label after multiple labels’ have already requisitely

been entertained (one way forward), or before getting to the point of proposing

a second label (the primary way forward.)

Far more attention, too, should be granted in subsequent user studies to the

starting card sizes (e.g. starting a game board with one 3x3 card and one 1x3

strip that the ‘Quick, Draw!’ data assumes to pair categorically); though the

initial virtual game design has uniform card sizes per board, e.g. an entire board

of 3x3 cards where variable counts of those cards pertain to the different board-

placed ‘Quick, Draw!’ labels, the game design could be easily envisioned and
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Figure 3.3: How does looking at these child-drawn TVs one at a time re-
fine the ways in which one would generalize sufficient repre-
sentation of a television?

coded to incorporate other sizes. The way we initialize a board with card sizes,

and the card counts and timings involved in laying down subsequent cards in

user studies like the one performed, should be taken into critical view against

‘Quick, Draw!’ learning to categorize a single drawing from a blank canvas.

For one last consideration on the matter, refer to the drawings that our user

study’s children made in Figure 3.3 when asked to draw their own televisions

following said label reveal of the ‘Quick, Draw!’ drawings they had been play-

ing with. Let us consider a uniform card size situation in which the card sizes

one first receives are followed by the game board’s subsequent card additions

of the same size; for the moment, consider being presented with the top row of
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Figure 3.3 if these child drawings were game board candidates such that each

of those two top-row drawings were on its own card. Let’s say that someone

has been told that these two cards each depicted a television label, and they

were then asked to describe a television accordingly. Seeing these two cards,

one might start by saying that a television has been characterized as having

antennae, depicting one person, and standing on something. Add the first im-

age of the second row to the game board; one might then edit the “antennae”

description to simply “some number of antennae” whereas the rest of the de-

scribed features still seem to hold. Upon the fourth, bottom-right image finally

being added to the game board, the set of descriptors for a television as “one

antenna or antennae, depicts one person, stands on something” further reduces

to “some number of antennae, stands on something.” It is settled, then. But con-

sider Figure 3.4; perhaps it is not. Perhaps all one can say about televisions to

include all four of Figure 3.3’s drawings and exclude category is that televisions

are boxes. But consider now Figure 3.5; still not so. Rather, perhaps still not so.

Consider features that are assumed of drawings or a label beyond their physical

presentation; some phones also serve, to an extent, as televisions in being able

to stream a television show that a Figure 3.3 television may show. At least some

of these television-servicing phones are boxes. To what extent might someone

warrant describing, then, that televisions are boxes, and how would cellphone

‘Quick, Draw!’ subsequently placed or mixed on the same board from the start

challenge the number of categories argued for, what those categories are, and

how they are argued?

In essence, we want to encourage the child to consider such “corner cases”

of unconventional but arguable representations such that they are not only en-

couraged to come up with e.g. ”television” as a second, arguable label option
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Figure 3.4: (Ant.) TVs have an-
tennae & stand on something.

Figure 3.5: (Cell phone.) Televi-
sions are boxes.

to ”phone” when faced with ‘Quick, Draw!’ cellphones, but they are also able

to argue for variable numbers of categories (and their set membership) on the

board; for shared features that stroke order and the A.I. might not take advan-

tage of in being able to empathize with unconventional assertions they or some-

one else may make by giving a benefit of the doubt to the assertions’ explorable

relevance; and for various depths and framings of image or label beliefs to addi-

tionally consider more complex relations underscoring the gameboard — ones

surrounding such matters as transitivity, reflexivity, or otherwise (if a cellphone

is a television, is a television a cellphone?).

3.2.2 In the Study

Consider the quotation that heads this chapter, taken from a New Yorker cartoon:

“No, you’re not in a box. You’re in an exit row. And I need you to acknowledge that

verbally” (emphases mine.) While our game and study intend by design and

premise to encourage labeling flexibility, such designs have nonetheless only

afforded this flexibility to word-based communication: to choosing, typing, or

even (when alongside an adult playing the game or directing a study) verbal-
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izing labels. In other words, the user’s input for label candidacy (putting aside

their contribution of an original drawing after each category formation) is only

taken in as word forms, being both blind and unwilling towards other stifled

communication channels the user may have preferred to record their answers.

Not only is the game unreceptive to recording such inputs, but the negotiated

discussions encouraged over label selection mistakenly encourage communica-

tion recognition only by words and speech. Even when considering children’s

side channels to indicating category selection, such as roundabout, narrative, or

embellished language in favor of a given label, or such as elaborate, perhaps un-

conventional but personally significant logical constructions, we nonreceptively

make the mistake we seek to help others avoid: anticipating all such creativity

as something verbalized or able to be verbalized. This is a mistake in limited

reception and interpretation both of a child’s label identification and of their

argument for it. Similar reflections may be made upon having a clickable or

selectable label choice rather than a textbox-given or verbalized one, as such

means of selection remain similarly at risk of overly restricting what signals the

user may use in category assertions or arguments.

Even in different discussions around perks of point-and-click item or label

selection in contrast to open-ended textbox input, Vanessa’s expert interview

was quick to note the suitability of Mine over Matter’s game design for young

children compared to other games Dr. Pain had been advising; it had very

minimal text involvement (reading and selecting, else providing by fillable text

boxes, one’s suspected category labels) relative to the primary game engage-

ment of grouping similar drawings. We did not aim to take advantage of nor

did we even consider this game’s special relative suitability to younger chil-

dren, only ever really considering the child’s age when discussing fair user
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Figure 3.6: Face, mug, and coffee cup from ‘Quick, Draw!’ data.

study team formation of older children mingled with younger ones. Perhaps

observed and evoked behavior pertinent to age would have been more salient,

or even more prevalent, if team formation had indeed happened after all rather

than conceding a small user study presence to a single group discussion for-

mat. Such is speculation worth potential future testing conditions and design

reformatting.

One salient example is arguing distinctions between the following labels:

face, mug, coffee cup. What about seeing these three categories as text makes them

differently contrasted under argument than seeing them as sampled images?

While we can potentially take advantage of our game being primarily image-

oriented such that a child unable to read could still discuss and verbally label

among images, a different kind of study and project entirely may be warranted

for what our user study discussions offered of typically-developing children

seeming more easily convinced of face and mug having common ground when

presented with those labels as text than when given a respective ‘Quick, Draw!’

sample image for each that the children were informed of having been identified

by those labels. Would further study charting separate future research projects

evidence this easier relatability to hold between text labels than between texts’

images, and why? In the meantime, for Mine over Matter, we should not be so

quick as to minimize text in regards to research potential. Nonetheless, consid-

ering the project’s originating motivations, it is still important to explore im-
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proving Mine over Matter game versions suitable for younger, less attended-to

children in the autism technologies space in looking after Mine over Matter’s

ultimate interests of aiding ASD children beyond its less personal interests re-

garding research breadth.

3.3 Ritual

As would reasonably characterize autism studies of nearly any form, or research

in general, a certain repetitive structuring drives studies and data collection in

order to have consistent analyses by which to uncover patterns of significance.

Such is the nature of most game designs as well; a given game is defined by cer-

tain rules that structure it, even if other elements are randomly generated (still

in coordination with those rules determining this random generation to occur),

and the ability to participate depends upon an expectation of said rules and

structure consistently defining the gameplay. Despite this seemingly inherent,

inseparable trait of gameplay as making repetitive use of rules with each play

session, the question still must be raised of whether this “ritualistic” interaction

with a game for autism’s theory of mind serves to reinforce such habits and pref-

erences for ritual in players with ASD more so than serving to help researchers

and doctors establish evaluative setups.

Several reports [5, 12, 14, 32, 48] exist drawing attention to “[c]ompulsive

and ritual forms of repetitive behaviors...found in upwards of 100 % of sam-

ples of persons with ASD” because of many “restricted and repetitive behaviors

(RRBs)” (without casting an oversimplistic eye over the resetting effect of some

stereotyped movements [36]) presenting a risk to “interfere with adaptive ac-
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tivities, ...cause distress to the individuals with ASD and generally diminish

quality of life” [83, P. 1741]. It is important to properly design and determine

our “ritual forms” of gameplay to not “interfere with adaptive activities” the

game is purposed for.

Our game, designed to have repetitive gameboard activity (category forma-

tion and label assignment) and repetitive reward systems, must be attentive

to whether such preferences are detrimentally enabled as reinforced fixations;

what may serve to motivate the player could similarly serve to detriment them

in indulging an obsessive need for ritualistic degrees of consistency, and it is im-

portant to move these game and study designs forward by distinguishing needs

from motivators and crutches.

The type and design of gameplay, not gameplay as a means in itself, merits

further investigation for ASD appropriateness. As researchers find pretend play

contributing to social language development [41] or stress its autism-critical

misconceptions relative to spontaneous play [9], Austin DesLauriers’ “Play, Sym-

bols, and the Development of Language” chapter of the 1970s text Autism: A

Reappraisal of Concepts and Treatment insists, “on the child’s capacity to acquire

an understanding of some level of symbolic representation...this capacity in the

child is closely related to his learning how to play,” [68, P. 317]. A route forward

may draw inspiration from the distinction DesLauriers makes between “Ther-

aplay” and “play therapy” such that the latter bases itself on communicatively

guided observation of structured play setups whereas the former seeks to max-

imize affective engagement without “special education methods or tools” nor

“special effort...made at teaching the child anything” [68, P. 317]. DesLauriers

posits that ineffective ASD gameplay — that of deficient learning outcomes —
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follows from stereotyped sensory stimulations not accounting for said stimu-

lations’ poor affective processing in autistic children enough for the stimula-

tions to register as meaningful experiences. But Mary Baker in “Incorporating

the Thematic Ritualistic Behaviors of Children with Autism into Games: In-

creasing Social Play Interactions with Siblings” [8] suggests that games’ oppor-

tunistic embedding of autistic children’s ritualistic behaviors as characteristic of

gameplay components can even serve over time to improve affect (the child’s

interest and happiness as two dimensions), social interactions, and joint atten-

tion while diminishing the ritualistic behaviors. This effect depended not upon

incorporating ritual outright, though, but instead depended upon incorporat-

ing a theme pertaining to the child’s ritual behaviors, such as incorporating a

movies or car theme to structured, but progressing, play of a Bingo-like game in

response to a child’s fixation upon repetitively watching movie clips or crashing

toy cars together. While autism technologies expert Aurora Constantin insisted

that Mine over Matter’s rewards system flexibly adopt a child’s interests like cars

or movies, we can aspire to extend such advice to affect improvement and effect

reduction, as with ritual backfiring, throughout the game.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION: THE QUESTION REVISITED

“I want you to listen out for the hidden words in their story,
which are all clues to that subject.”

- Monteria Ivey, Think Twice [2]

It is easy to default game design focus upon fine details of points scoring,

level advancement, leaderboards, and otherwise in designing to suit an end

state: execution of each level in some way that leads to a certain checkpoint and

scoring mechanism all telling players that there is a right place to end up. But

this can be one more way of doing what this thesis has often called out, albeit

for ASD tendencies: missing the forest for the trees.

Initial work has suggested that it was not children’s arrival at a determined

“correct” answer, but instead the subtle, seemingly prosaic middle grounds of

conceding to multiple guesses at all, that better outline successful interaction

with our game in line with its initial intents for ASD theory-of-mind evaluation

through individual and supervised play. As the entirety of this thesis maintains,

including in the adjunct project endeavors of the appendices, free-form commu-

nication can and should be supported, but this openness can only proceed from

implementing in turn the proper kinds and amounts of structure; generous pro-

vision of the latter does not preclude the former.

But structure means accepting inputs and entertaining the user’s further

elaborations of what they mean, not diagnosing a drawing label’s first guess

as right or wrong, nor assuming their silence or their misunderstanding of ta-

ble data. It means putting enough structure in whichever system, framework,

or process to accept new information without statistically dissecting it upon ar-
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rival such that further incoming information must fit obvious gaps in a strict

inventory for the tabled dissection, else get discarded as evidence: this is not

science.

The starting game design and study’s redevelopment are framed by lessons

in participation, observation, and feedback all encompassed by a demonstrated

problem of grounding ambiguity.

Just as the literature suggests children with ASD to be resistant offering or

accepting multiple referent identities to the same entity as a matter of preference

violations for sameness, consistency, and ritual, so behaves our initial game de-

sign by its assignments of successful performance; a player is only “successful”

(with respect to game progression and the initial research questions alike) if they

concede to the one entity label afforded validity. Herbert Clark and Susan Bren-

nan’s “Grounding Communication” describes the nature of both our task and

our violations constructing it: “Many conversations focus on objects and their

identities; when they do, it becomes crucial to identify the objects quickly and

securely....The purpose of interest here is to establish referential identity — that is,

the mutual belief that the addressees have correctly identified a referent....When

speakers refer to objects, they typically use one or more referring expressions —

a definite or indefinite description, proper noun, demonstrative, or pronoun.

One way their partners can demonstrate that they have identified the referent

or can check on its identity is by presenting an alternative description” [21, P.

227]. The need moving forward is to reconcile how our task both pursues and

antagonizes grounding in the ways Clark and Brennan set forth; the key issue

is of how we mean to persuade the player of a label held as irremovable truth

to the data, yet the game and study design’s success definitions in turn do not
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Figure 4.1: Discussion with this user-study artist revealed punctuation
to be significant to his beliefs and their certainties, namely
whether the second cake sufficed to represent “birthday cake”
and doubt in “wedding cake” deserving a specific label. Point-
and-click selection versus textbox population for label indica-
tions may stifle rich communicative modalities and signals.

allow the player to persuade them. There is no grounding because there is no

mutual belief; even if our designs persuade a player to the insisted label, were

the player to accept the label but then “demonstrate that they have identified

the referent or...check on its identity...by presenting an alternative description,”

[21] our game and studies had not been initially positioned to entertain these

alternatives while maintaining a belief that the player has accepted the one mu-

tual label found. In other words, success as interpreted by our grounding model

did not afford having the ‘Quick, Draw!’ label as a set member, but instead re-

quired its set acquisition to nullify all other candidates that could have thus far

or subsequently belonged for alternate descriptions.

Several ways forward have been proposed in conversation with HCI, autism

technology, game design, and even HRI experts with respect to more accessible
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interfaces, more involvement of a supervising or partnering player (e.g. par-

ent), more settings, more reward tuning with respect to different ASD sensory

sensitivities, and so forth, but this wealth of reconfigurations persists in miss-

ing the forest for the trees in the way of typical game design that this chapter

opens describing. When the grounding skills of the game demonstrated hyp-

ocritical reluctance to its “conversational” participants — the players in nego-

tiation over the drawings at hand, though in negotiation with the Mine over

Matter game/study, with the ‘Quick, Draw!’ A.I., with the ‘Quick, Draw!’ artist,

or even with their practitioner or themself (per their earlier game/study profile)

remains a crucial identity problem ripe for multiple game designs — we kept the

game task the same and set it upon human researchers to sift through the com-

municative side channels that players used for label validation or negotiation.

We have already stated that the side channels, these negotiations, evidence the

success of the task more than the end state of mutual ‘Quick, Draw!’ label recog-

nition. In reconciling richly multimodal, mineable communication and conver-

sational grounding of these labels with sufficient game structure for measurable

progress on both gameplay and ASD/theory of mind tracks, the envisioned next

step is not to change the label-finding task in restructuring the gameplay, nor to

trap the player with multiple-choice selection of label/category formation justi-

fications (as one interview proposed), but instead to give more structure to the

game to record these side channels itself. Technological communicative open-

ness starts with structure rather than being antagonized by it; ASD interactions

with data from unknown large numbers of people can impose structure rather

than be antagonized by it; and while such interactions may be made more com-

fortable and natural by such ways as the extensive conversations of this thesis

have posed, receptivity by the game while maintaining its goal label may be key
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to achieve this state from the grounding up.

The ’Quick, Draw!’ data we used included simply static images each paired

with a category label, but the richness of Google’s data collection lies in the

stroke orders observed along the drawing task in order to afford multiple la-

bel guesses while maintaining an ultimate ‘right’ prompt label: ground truth.

Our next step before augmenting the interface, rewards system, or the like is to

work on augmenting this bare data used with a structured form of the players’

arguments and contributions as consistent annotation supporting further dia-

logues for incorporation. In having a game that attends to players’ arguments

along the path of a mutual label grounding while maintaining its own most

salient impression of what that label is, granting a responsible anthropomor-

phic quality to the game that is neither too willing to relent agency (holding a

most salient label impression) nor too stubborn to abandon empathetic theory of

mind by being developed to take in and computationally ground players’ nar-

ratives per game board (not just metrics of their success in reaching the prompt

label), we can finally leverage players’ side channels upon static data and struc-

tured gameplay in later design iterations to resolve the latter’s implementation

problems with mind over matter.

–

“mind over matter:”
“used to describe a situation in which someone is able to control a physical

condition, problem, etc., by using the mind”
[54]
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APPENDIX A

ROBOTICS’ SILENT TREATMENT

“There are two silences. One when no word is spoken. The other when perhaps
a torrent of language is employed.”

- Harold Pinter [63]

ABSTRACT

There is a plenitude of silence in human-robot interaction. If this sounds omi-

nous, let us recognize that the sound of silence is indeed pragmatic opportu-

nity in technological design. This is unsurprising, given the copious varieties

of silence as occurrent or, at least, claimable in various cultural situations and

representations between human beings. While not all technological devices and

interfaces are designed to be anthropomorphic, most are designed with the in-

tent of empathy to human experience so as to accommodate attempts and ma-

nipulations made of them accordingly. It seems only reasonable that we must

first analyze the pragmatics of silence in communication between humans, and

only with a pragmatic robustness therein might we then project further analy-

ses to communication between humans and machines, perhaps even informing

multiagent communication between robotic systems or between robotic entities

across a single system of support. This technological projection shall come to

bear in underpinning the design and motivations of linguistic backchanneling

incorporations to database querying in Appendix B, as but one further example.
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A.1 Defining Silence Requires Defining Communication

Dennis Kurzon summarizes four types of silence — conversational, textual, sit-

uational, and thematic — in opening his work “Thematic Silence as Metaphor”

[47]. He describes each of the types as follows:

“The first – conversational – is the usual type of silence analyzed in the literature. It

is the silence of the addressee who does not respond to questions or statements ad-

dressed to him/her; it is the silence of a person who is among friends and acquain-

tances who are having a conversation, but s/he does not participate. The second

type, textual silence, is the silence of a reader perhaps at home, or perhaps in the

library, and the silence of a worshipper saying a silent prayer. Thirdly, situational

silence is similar to textual silence except that there is no text and it often occurs

where many people are present, i.e., at war remembrance ceremonies....Thematic

silence refers to the omission of a text, of a reference, of mention of a particular

topic in the discourse of the speaker....The person is not silent, but is silent about a

particular topic.” (Kurzon 255-256)

He goes on to highlight a common thread among the first three silence cate-

gories as their ability to be timed. Indeed, this timing shall be important to our

address of silence in robotic domains or database backchanneling feedback (Ap-

pendix B), but all four types shall contribute to appropriate handling of the for-

mer. Important to that last category of silence is not only silence on a particular

topic, but also silence as an indicative response in demonstrating an expectation

of something being raised that has not been, an anticipatory or pending state if

not a silent one of processing next steps with the realization or concession that

this absent matter is not going to come up even if attempting a building tension

of ongoing silence as encouragement.
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One might say that silence is an absence of communication. It seems lacking

to suggest, per the contrary, that someone communicating with sign language is

being silent; it may make more sense to describe them as nonverbally communica-

tive. Likewise, how would we distinguish habitual tapping of a pen on a table

from the use of morse code in arguing the latter as communication but the for-

mer as the agent being silent? A first answer put simply is that communication

exists as systems of representation, whether interpreted or projected, allowing

pen-tapping and morse code to each afford communicative acts that may even

occasionally be understood or intended as evoking the same representations.

Along these lines, communication has several modes of enactment (visual, au-

ral, gestural, just to name a few, as well as the various features of each said

means – for example, emotive conveyance as a visual, aural, or other signal)

or receipt (similarly) and can also be multimodal. Much literature spanning

linguistics, robotics, computer science, and other domains highlights several

modes of communication and their feature optimizations for goals shared be-

tween multiple agents to include at least one human, from matters of timing and

motion [81], gaze [6], or emphasis evocation [49] in multimodal human-robot

interactions to the development of, for example, a temporal Bayesian fusion

model [71] predicting affect sequences from conversational flow in evidencing

latent utilities of the combined video, audio, and lexical sources documenting

the conversation.

While multimodal recognitions of communication may assist in many such

matters of cue detections and attention or information structuring [67], and

while it is key to acknowledge multiple inputs to and dimensions of communi-

cation, as with its third-party observation, we do not argue for all communica-

tive features to be active, observable, or revelatory for any given communica-
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tive turn. Indeed, when Savran et al. focus on a word-level evaluation of sam-

ple conversation annotated with valence, arousal, expectancy, and power as the

four dimensions of affect, they find video to be a most telling means of arousal

and valence while observing the lexical modality to outperform video and au-

dio in determining expectancy and power [71] – and even affect recognition as

a communicative component may be of minimal or loss-effecting use in certain

given studies or tools. For example, when studying or designing for people

with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), as this thesis pursues, it is important to

recognize literature like Grossman et al.’s suggesting that “studying emotional

prosody in sentence repetition and story completion tasks documented greater

pitch ranges and lower accuracy of expressing the targeted emotion in individ-

uals with ASD, indicating atypical or anomalous usage of prosodic contours in

this population. [Hubbard and Trauner (2007)] suggest that more work must be

done to examine not just the existence of specific acoustic features, but also the

qualitative usage and perception of those features” [37, P. 2].

We proceed in granting crucial recognition to the multimodality of commu-

nication in the framing of this thesis under the understanding that one may

restrict the scope of communication, and correspondingly frame silence under

different terms, when analyzing a particular problem. On that note, we shall

separate “communicatively silent” from “audibly silent.” While audio drives

many cases of communication, it is reckless to consider those two forms of si-

lence to be one and the same in approaching this pragmatic and multimodal

discussion, whether taking audio as a precondition for communication or com-

munication as a guarantee of audio.

To return to our tapping pen and morse code, the agent is communicative
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in both cases so long as they intend communication or are perceived to have

communicated; the communication need not even derive from the act deemed

affiliated (including a speech act or inactivity leveraged for meaning), but alter-

natively — or compoundingly — from its delivery. That is, one is communica-

tive so long as they are intending for an agent to recognize that a proposition p

has been put forth or so long as a proposition p – regardless of its sincerity or in-

tention to the communicator, but any proposition for p – has been recognized by

a receiving agent, whether that agent incorporates p further as a presupposition,

rejects it (still modifying their presuppositions in this way to include not-p), or

recognizes its existence (creation, not validity) without evaluating it.

Communication is anything intended or received in such a way as to change or reaf-

firm the context set of at least one agent capable of holding context sets, regardless

of the modification or modifying entity.

An agent capable of holding context sets may be a human, an animal, or a

programmed (not requisitely sentient) machine, to give a limited set of exam-

ples. Only if our pen-tapper is neither purporting communication nor is any

receiving agent perceiving a communicative effect or purpose is the act non-

communicative. Only one agent has to perceive communication from the act or

entity for it to qualify as communicative, including an agent analyzing the act

retroactively, thereby affording a dynamic quality to the communicative binary

of an act.

For further discussion and for review of the definitions thus far proposed, let

us pause to offer established linguistic definitions for a proposition, presupposi-

tion, context set, and common ground as asserted by the relevant literature. To

start, Michal Ephratt of the Department of Hebrew Language at the University
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of Haifa sets the tone: “Language serves the speaker by delivering propositions

about the world to his or her interlocutor”’ [33, P. 1913]. These propositions go

on to serve the common ground of the discourse. Christopher Potts of Stan-

ford University’s linguistics department follows the definitions of MIT profes-

sor Robert Stalnaker in setting forth “the common ground for a context C [as] the

set of all propositions that the discourse participants of C mutually and publicly

agree to treat as true for the purposes of the talk exchange [original bolding

emphasis made italic]” [65, P. 2]. In Stalnaker’s 2002 titular paper on common

ground, he gives the high-level description that “To presuppose something is to

take it for granted, or at least to act as if one takes it for granted” as belonging

to the common ground of the conversational participants [74, P. 701].

Common ground therefore largely follows topically and constructively from

participation, cooperation, and belief. Stalnaker distinguishes defective from

nondefective contexts with respect to common ground, explaining that “A non-

defective context is a context in which the participants’ beliefs about the common

ground are all correct” whereas a defective context might not be recognized as

such until finding “the speaker to say something that shows that she believes

that it is (or will be) common belief that ϕ where the addressee does not be-

lieve that ϕ even after recognizing that the speaker is presupposing it” [74, P.

717]. The speaker’s demonstration of a belief may be considered a commu-

nicative act and the addressee’s recognition of the presupposition (even if the

recognition had been a misreading, for example) likewise so, one as a sending

act and one as a receiving act, even if what is received or sent does not align

with the entity of the opposite act’s engagement. From such threads of linguis-

tic theory, grounds left unaddressed for distributed systems integration source

prominently; we leave such discussions from this thesis.
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In other words, we assert that a communicative failure or, colloquially speak-

ing, a broken communication pipeline is not indicative of noncommunication

nor incompatible with fully realized communication acts. If a communication

act is constructed by Person A for recognition by a Person B and B engages

in communication per honest identification (regardless of actual existence) of a

communicative entity (regardless of A or their constructions), even if A’s entity

is not the same as B’s recognized or, in some sense, “received,” accommodation

may still occur with respect to either of the entities as “the process by which

something becomes common ground in virtue of one party recognizing that the

other takes it to be common ground” [74, P. 711]. Such processes and terms

shall exercise pertinence in our proposed framings and treatments of silence

(Appendix A), communicative side/back channels (main thesis), and linguistic

backchanneling (Appendix B) in considering both the incorporation and reflec-

tion of trust and feedback as relevant to negotiation in human-computer inter-

action (HCI) or human-robot interaction (HRI).

The accommodation described should not be confused with the accommo-

dation that is also known by such terms as entrainment, adaptation and alignment;

we shall take entrainment as the relevant term for that purpose, with entrainment

largely coming up again in Appendix B per its definition as a conversational

participant adopting the lexical or prosodic features of another participant [59].

The synchrony of verbal and nonverbal behaviors in shaping communication

falls under such discussions as entrainment in the communication literature

[22], indeed with such work as Kanashiro et al. in “Entrainment in Human-

Agent Text Communication” [44] even demonstrating, for example, that utter-

ance speed can serve to entrain the length of pauses taken by conversational

participants in switching speakers. Again, Appendix B’s conversational query-
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ing work and trajectories develop accordingly.

Indeed, it may seem nearly everything is communicative (in the perceptive

(versus projective) warrant of the claim), from the appearance of someone shift-

ing in their chair to the sound of them doing so; with this impression come

assumptions that often lead to trouble, such as the argument of “No” having to

be made an obvious communication (not only intended but accurately received)

where “Yes” or consent is the otherwise assumed (of a communication act both

intended and received for interpretation but misaligned in what the intended

receipt was, with responsibility for the outcome frequently being cast upon the

sender.) Perhaps all we can do is say that communication is something inter-

pretable regardless of whether or not it gets interpreted or has been delivered

with the goal of being interpreted, with silence distinguishing relevant commu-

nication in the sense of a potentially communicative act or entity pertaining to at

least one of the agents considered such that even were an agent to perceive (not

necessarily correctly interpret) the entity – any proposition of its source – they

become a participant. University of Hawaii anthropologist Jack Bilmes, while

differing from the author in framings and definitions of silence on many counts

in positing a relevance model of the same, asserts agreeably, “We create silence

by creating relevance” [11, P. 82]. Proceeding with our position, communication

as relevance thus begins with defining relevant agents. To the point, someone

trying to impart something for interpretation but not being read as communi-

cating anything is still communicating. Someone not meaning to communicate

anything but being read as communicating something is still communicating.

Communication is anything interpretable.

The reason it is important to define communication for our purposes is be-
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cause this leaves us to posit the following, as would not disagree with Pinter

in his many quotations on silence (as in the quotation heading this chapter) but

would instead relabel away from silence for the use of what he and many have

termed as such, with silence being both nonverbal and conversationally separate

(meaning none of the conversation’s participants are in the set of participants for

the communication space deemed silence at any point of its recognition – by the-

ory, not by the participants, else that perception of it qualifies participation) in

relevance for whatever other nonverbal means may be attempting communica-

tion and nonverbal communication instead accounting for those that are relevant:

Silence is the absence of communication.

It is important to distinguish silence from nonverbal communication and

hold people accountable to the description of something as silence because si-

lence is definitionally and empirically dismissive, which dismissing treatment

gives power to those who assign this label of conversational void to what was

indeed a communicative act. We could consider silence to be a wielded prop-

erty or device of an agent, but in defining silence for a context, we would define

silence as the absence of communication by all components of the context, in-

cluding living agents and environmental entities alike. It is not phonetically

dependent, nor semantically or similarly, but is pragmatically so.

In this appendix of initial theoretical grounding and motivations for the

main thesis, we shall focus on silence within English language expectations

specifically, with the understanding that the timing, duration, and usage of

what might be thought of as silences — and whether these instances are indeed

considered silences commonly and theoretically — vary pragmatically between

languages and cultures. Our discussion also shall only pertain to environments
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in which multiple human or technological agents are present, remotely or phys-

ically, such that consideration of whether the activity (including its absence)

of a sole conscious agent should be deemed silence shall not be entertained,

nor shall interactions with an animal as commonly defined. For the sake of

our discussion, we shall consider robots to be informationally or programmati-

cally “conscious” agents (regardless of sentience concerns) that are neither hu-

man nor animal, and we will allow for interfaces of devices to be considered —

among robots, phones, and computers, and similar devices — what we herein

term “conscious technology” that interacts with humans and with other tech-

nologies in ways that shall enter our discussions of silence and communication.

We intend to motivate this framing for use. These constraints upon discussion

are not to suggest that an agent (human or machine) may not communicate or

attempt to do so as the sole conscious agent of an environment, as, for example,

a computer that has a light blinking on it is indeed communicating something

with that blinking if that blinking was intended to convey anything to an agent

(or is read by an agent as having communicative intent or use, but this would

involve more than one conscious agent as would violate our example’s precon-

dition.) Rather, we are rendering our discussion feasible and tractable so as to

avoid having to insist resolution of infamous “If a tree falls in a forest and no-

body is around to hear it, does it make a sound?” debates over the course of a

preamble.

Per the examples and discussion mentioned and forthcoming, we shall see

that what is often considered to be silence from others or from our machines

is usually better termed as nonverbal communication when considering our

definitions of silence and communication. This appendix shall proceed dis-

cussing the different modes of communication used that people would deem
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silent; why they are important to recognize and how for their communicative

categorization; and how the importance and strategy of discerning or employ-

ing such communication pragmatically in conversational proceedings, as well

as the consequences of doing so in dismissing any such conversational entities

as silence, factors into the development and future of human-robot interaction.

Such considerations and impact also underscore further explorations in HCI,

speech technologies, and computational linguistics or natural language process-

ing (NLP).

A.2 Silence Reclassified

In this section, we shall detail the sorts of conversational turn-takings, inser-

tions, or refrains between humans that often get treated as silence per its com-

mon understanding and will detail why they may be thought of as such, why

we would argue they are better classified for communicative roles occupied,

and how these entities, in being assumed as silence or reconsidered as commu-

nication, act on behalf of a conversation.

The conventional definition of silence is as “absence of any sound” [28].

However, as we have already discussed, communication can still occur in the

absence of sound; thus, if we define silence to be the absence of communication,

then the sourced definition is either not pragmatically correct or is not suitable

for the purposes of this discussion. Our definition better pertains to the alterna-

tives given from the same dictionary source: silence as “absence or omission”

[28]. Though this is necessarily unintentional omission, as purposeful omis-

sion — relating to Kurzon’s thematic silence — acts, often in charged ways,
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as nonverbal communication. “Much political power...appears to be derived

and...maintained by the manner in which silence is used,” [16] wrote Bruneau

in a 1973 Journal of Communication, but silence inherently cannot ever get “used”

(beyond theoretical discourse) due to requiring recognition; beyond this distinc-

tion, his remarks otherwise align with the power of thematic silence as reclassi-

fied nonverbal communication. There are many forms of nonverbal communi-

cation that are typically judged as silence by the participants in a conversation or

exchange due to sound-based notions; further exploration will reveal, however,

that these absences of sound are not actually silence, as they serve to facilitate

some form of communication between the participants.

A.2.1 Gaze and Gesture

What is perhaps most obviously non-verbal communication is the use of body

language, gesture, or gaze in a conversation to direct, indicate, or emphasize.

While general body language (posture, eye contact, the distance participants

stand from each other) is important and can be used to communicate informa-

tion about the roles and affect of the interlocutors, the focus here will be on the

use of gesture and gaze to direct a discourse. Both of these non-verbal actions

can be used to indicate or to draw attention to something in the physical setting

of the conversation. While gaze is perhaps more subtle than a direct gesture,

both can communicate that one person wishes to increase the salience of an ob-

ject in the setting, or even to indicate that another person should begin speaking.

While no sound needs to be made during these actions, it is not correct to con-

sider them silence. Increasing the salience of an object or person by gesturing

brings that object or person forward in the context sets of the participants in the
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discourse. Given how these actions intend to project a proposition or are read

to do so, they are by our definition communication and not silence.

A.2.2 Pauses: Turn-Taking and the “Moment of Silence”

We will first consider the absence of sound as it relates to turn-taking in a con-

versation. A pause in conversation can be either a turn-taking marker to direct

the discourse or a turn-taking violation act. In the first case, a participant has

just finished speaking (in a verbal or non-verbal sense). A pause here can in-

dicate that someone else can, so to speak, “take the floor” — that the original

speaker has finished a line of thought and is waiting for someone else to con-

tribute [85]. Lewis’s scorekeeping [51] is at play, as well as state machine types

of models as detailed by Zimmermann [85] and as basic communication models

in robots might consider to employ.

If this pause becomes too lengthy, though, it can be viewed as a turn-taking

violation. In this situation, an interlocutor intends for someone else to start

speaking, but all other conversational participants refrain from doing so. This

“awkward silence” can communicate that no one has any views to express about

the current topic, but it can also be an indication that the conversation has be-

come offensive or that the participants do not wish to express their thoughts

on the subject. Another case of this awkward pause is when someone stops

speaking, but the other participants do not believe that person to have finished

their conversational turn. This leads to everyone waiting for someone else to say

something [85], and in doing so, communicating that they themselves do not in-

tend to speak. Thus, even through this absence of sound, propositions are still

being expressed by the participants, although whether or not they are correctly
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realized by all interlocutors could be unclear. Pauses extend to robotics accord-

ingly, as “Yamamoto et al. [have] found that in the exchange of such greetings as

‘hello,’ the robot should react within 0.3 seconds....These studies revealed that a

robot also needs to pause in its responses, even about a response with its body

movements, to give natural impressions to humans” [73, P. 153]. This finding

shall motivate Appendix B’s incorporations of backchanneling into database in-

teractions and the use of pause not only to, at a more meta level, seem natural

(for HRI and general technologies), but also to accommodate its more genuine

natural use on behalf of information selection, load, and feedback.

These cases of pauses between people are generally considered silence in

most contexts. This is incorrect, however, because it is clear that communica-

tion is still happening. Consider again the definition of communication given

above: communication is anything interpretable. When a pause in conversa-

tion is a turn-taking device, the pause signals that the speaker has finished

and is opening the floor for other interlocutors. This is clearly communication;

a proposition has been expressed, namely that someone may begin speaking.

The other conversational participants add this proposition to their context set in

cases where they realize that the first speaker has finished. In cases of an awk-

ward pause, the original speaker has added the proposition that someone else

should take the floor, but this is not realized by the other participants, which is

what creates the absence of sound that so often makes people uncomfortable.

Although turn-taking is one of the main reasons for conversational pauses,

these brief absences of sound can occur in contexts outside of turn-taking as

well. A pause can exist as a moment of reflection, whether for the speaker or

for the other participants. A speaker may insert a short pause into the discourse
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to consider their next words or to allow others to reflect on what was just said;

these “silences” correspond to Kurzon’s textual and situational types, respec-

tively. This reflection time allows for participants to decide whether or not to

accept or reject previous propositions expressed by the speaker. When a pause

is inserted for the speaker to collect their thoughts in preparing for their next

utterance, the pause can indicate to the other participants that the speaker is

doing so [85]. This pause can also be misinterpreted as a turn-taking device if

its propositional content is incorrectly realized by other participants [85]. This

leads to the opposite of the so-called “awkward silence”, namely multiple par-

ticipants trying to speak at once. In either case, the absence of sound brought

about by a short pause in a conversation is clearly communicating something

and thus should not be considered silence.

When considering pauses in conversation as a time for reflection, it is nec-

essary to examine “moments of silence” as well: Kurzon’s “situational silence”

in regards to remembrance ceremonies, per his example, or “textual silence”

when words are being processed or generated silently. Moments of silence gen-

erally last longer than just a mid-conversation pause, and perhaps are more

clearly communication than these pauses, if not for their length inviting spec-

ulation with time [73] then for often being made obvious in their employment

or leveraging [66]. A moment of silence is generally a reflection or an emo-

tional occurrence [23, 43]. One is often brought about verbally, or requested

verbally, as a time for participants to reflect or direct their thoughts to a partic-

ular person or event. During this absence of sound, it is clear that communi-

cation occurs; by refraining from speaking, each participant is expressing their

emotion or support with respect to some topic, person, or event, is presumed

to be doing so, or at least understands themself to be in a warranting context
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for these expectations levied towards them (even if the individual does not rec-

ognize the warranting context, the agent who prompts the moment of silence

nonetheless communicates by acting by intention to express to the participant’s

understanding, to the common ground, that there is a warranting context for

these reflections.) These moments of silence are often considered to be expres-

sions of empathy or remembrance; to break the absence of sound here would be

rude as a turn-taking violation in the conversation (or communication sequence,

as may better pertain to describing this sort of environment) or indicative of a

disagreement with the purpose of the pause. These moments in which partic-

ipants refrain from sound are generally considered to be instances of showing

respect. This comes, however, with the assumption that in the “silence,” par-

ticipants are reflecting, praying, or even just remembering the person or event

for which the moment is held. This assumption is communicated by the con-

vention of the moment of silence. To an outsider, people observing a moment

of silence are expressing this respect through their absence of sound. Whether

or not this is what the participants are actually doing becomes less important;

it could be the case that someone taking part in a moment of silence is actually

thinking about something completely unrelated to the purpose of the moment.

This inattention, however, may not be outwardly communicated, thus leading

an outsider to believe that all participants in the moment of silence are observ-

ing the “proper” or expected conduct for such a pause.

In suggesting a thesis project extension that incorporates Cleverbot chatbot

data (per the Original Research Proposal section of the main text) in consider-

ing the fit of text responses to match with certain prompting text utterances,

it is therefore worth considering in discussion with the child how the delivery

of responses may factor into appropriateness and into what the response is re-
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ally saying, going beyond text alone. The author aspires for such conversations

about delivery to contribute not only to the child’s benefit in making use of the

thesis’s game extension therapeutically and evaluatively, but also to contribute

to the development of more natural chatbot conversation that considers the tim-

ing of text responses – pauses, per a context of instant messaging interfaces –

beyond text selection itself in striving for natural conversational quality suiting

an instant messaging medium (a pragmatic context to weigh.)

A.2.3 Silence and Misleading

We will now consider how the absence of sound can relate to misleading. There

are two different kinds of misleading: intentional and unintentional. We posit

misleading as when one person believes a proposition p to be false, but leads

others to believe p without actually asserting p; else, someone may believe p

and convince others of p but do so in ways that populate the interim (between

first interaction and p incorporation) with entities that do not work to inform

the others to a persuasion of p rather than not-p, violating Gricean maxims [35]

in the interim by giving irrelevant input, input more so supporting not-p, or in-

sufficient disclosures. It is easy to see how these acts of misleading can occur

either intentionally or unintentionally in a spoken conversation. What is per-

haps more difficult, but as important, is how this can occur through the absence

of sound as well.

We will first examine intentional misleading. There are many cases of inten-

tional misleading throughout politics. Perhaps the most common occurrence of

this in relation to the absence of sound is abstaining from comment [15]. There

are many situations in which a politician refuses to answer when questioned
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about their views on a certain event or situation. This lack of response can be,

and often is, interpreted in many different ways. Often a reporter feels the need

to speculate about the politician’s meaning or views on the issue. The lack of re-

sponse can also indicate that the politician does not wish to express their views

for fear of losing support; this can mean that their views are controversial or

even that they disagree with their party’s general platform and stance on the

issue. By declining to comment, a politician allows for speculation and uncer-

tainty about their views on the matter. This conceals their actual beliefs and

allows them to return to the issue at a later time without contradicting any of

their previous statements.

A more concrete example of intentional misleading through lack of com-

ment is former United States president Bill Clinton’s statement, “There is no

improper relationship” [70]. Although Clinton did not refuse to comment in

the traditional sense, he misled through a lack of statement about anything but

the present time. Most listeners probably did not even realize this absence of

response to the question as it pertained to Clinton’s history, but instead in-

terpreted his statement as referring to his entire life beyond just the present

moment [70]. This is a case of Kurzon’s thematic silence: it omits mention of

Clinton’s past relationship. This lack of comment on that topic is not, how-

ever, immediately obvious given Clinton’s statement, which was his intention

in making it. By misleading his listeners through an utterance about his present

state, Clinton was able to abstain from commenting on the more relevant issue

at hand. When Clinton’s statement was reexamined upon the discovery of fur-

ther evidence against him, many people may have felt angry or betrayed by

this omission and the propositions it was intended to cover up; as University of

Sheffield philosopher Jennifer Mather Saul says in her book Lying, Misleading,
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and What Is Said: An Exploration in Philosophy of Language and in Ethics, “Some,

in fact, would think that Clinton’s careful misleading is somehow sneakier and

more reprehensible than an outright lie” [70, P. 2]. As Saul concludes when

positing the distinction between “lying and mere misleading” upon explaining

the Clinton example, “There are disagreements about its moral significance, but

none of the disputants challenge the distinction’s existence” [70, P. 2].

Although unintentional misleading can have some of the same consequences

as intentional misleading, it is situationally somewhat different. Consider a sit-

uation where two people are having a conversation. One person asks a question

or makes a statement to which the other does not respond. If the non-responder

believed the question to be rhetorical, or does not think they have anything

worth contributing to the conversation, they could intend this absence of a re-

ply as signifying their non-contribution. This lack of response could, however,

be interpreted differently by the first person. It is conceivable to imagine this

lack of response as signaling a desire to change the subject, as a demonstration

that the listener is not paying attention, or as an indication that the listener does

not wish to share their response. These three situations deviate significantly

from the general belief that the listener is not expected to contribute verbally

to the discourse. Depending on how the first speaker interprets the lack of re-

sponse, the proposition intended to be expressed by the listener’s absence of

sound could be significantly different from the proposition understood by the

first speaker. Too great of a separation between these propositions can lead to a

misunderstanding in the conversation and can even elicit feelings of annoyance,

anger, or betrayal on the part of the first speaker. If these feelings are not com-

municated to the listener, then both participants in the conversation will come

to have different context sets because each will believe different propositions to
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belong to the common ground. Thus, even in cases where there is no intent to

mislead, refraining to comment on a situation can bring about communication

that disrupts or changes the course of a discourse.

A.3 The Loudness of Nuance and Error

Just as the length and production of audial pauses can be an emotive response

[58], so follows the reception of judged silences. Misinterpreted “silence” from

our devices can feel like being misled and is consequential as such, requiring re-

sponsibility taken for devices’ communicative function (even when not devel-

oped or marketed as communication devices outright) by their corporate and

academic producers. It is nonetheless dangerous to prescribe a “silent treat-

ment” when the diagnosed is an entire body of human users without individ-

ual nuance granted (though data science and artificial intelligence are gradu-

ally teasing this affordance.) With gaze being one prominent means of man-

aging conversation and silence, “Conversational Gaze Aversion for Humanlike

Robots” warns, “To be truly effective, a robot’s gaze mechanisms need to be

employed contingently based on the behaviors of its human interlocutors” [6, P.

26]. There needs to be more patience than protocol. As for the intentionality and

interpretability of communication, including nonverbal communication, Media

Lab Europe affiliate Brian Duffy in “Anthropomorphism and the Social Robot”

insists, “The stigma of anthropomorphism...does not stem from the appropri-

ateness in describing the behavior [of the anthropomorphized] in terms of an-

thropomorphic paradigms but rather in cases when such paradigms are used as

explanations of its behavior...anthropomorphism is not restricted to only this. It

also encompasses facilitation....Consequently, social robots should exploit peo-
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ple’s expectations of behaviours rather than necessarily trying to force people to

believe that the robot has human reasoning capabilities” [29, P. 181]. Consider

the following segments from two papers [6, 81] discussing social robots:

“We have already evaluated the entrainment between a speaker’s speech and eye-

blink and a listener’s eye-blink and nodding in face-to-face communication. On

the basis of the result, we developed a speech-reactive system in which computer

graphics representing human facial expressions simulated nodding and blinking

in response to speech input” (Watanabe 225)

“Gaze is important for facilitating turn-taking and conversational floor manage-

ment...exchanging speaking turns in conversation, a pattern is frequently observed

in which the first speaker finishes speaking, looks toward their interlocutor and en-

gages in momentary mutual gaze, and finally the second speaker averts their gaze

and begins their speaking turn...By looking away at the beginning of an utterance,

the speaker strengthens his or her claim over the speaking turn...to indicate that

the conversational floor is being held” (Andrist et al. 26)

At present, much robotics work specializes to accommodate refined technolog-

ical performance in particular domains rather than blunt work across many

— hence robots specifically developed for psychology-backed gaze aversion

strategy in communication and another specifically developed to offer cues in

its gaze — but what of considering the human’s gaze aversion inclinations in

turn? Silence has to be delivered appropriately by robots such that users may

determine pragmatically whether instead something is actually being commu-

nicated, but it also has to be detected and evaluated responsibly by robots in

indeed determining whether what it receives from humans is silence (as com-

monly understood) at all.

Whereas one person might evaluate a robot’s verbally unaccompanied gaze
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avoidance negatively as loss of attention and another as the robot trying to com-

mand theirs by claiming the conversational floor, a robot must concede anthro-

pomorphism to self-awareness. It is important for a human-interactive machine

to recognize what warranting contexts may be made of it per its device type

(just as a person at work might expect to have interactions specifically pertain

to her role as a professional and might be jarred by those which extract her);

more machine-oriented contributions to the human-machine “dialogue,” other-

wise being attempted for evasion for the sake of portraying greater humanness

via response selection, may damage the conversation in misleading the user af-

ter they have set machine-oriented expectations for the object. The main thesis

takes moments to explore how children with autism spectrum disorder might

set expectations for in-person individual and group play versus one-to-many

virtual interactions with crowdsourced data in terms of personal or interper-

sonal negotiations and their expressive back channels.

We trust our devices in offering them indicators or items of our own commu-

nication, and we often want to treat such a device as a human that individually

understands who interacts with it and dynamically responds to them in a con-

versational give-and-take of trust, input/output, and feedback. At what point

do we shift conversation between the device and the user to set the device in

the common ground as a machine of one-way use rather than as a cooperative,

collaborative communicator, how do we modify these treatments dynamically

in our logic as both recognition and response to the change, and what are the

consequences of reading a mechanical failure as a human response (user error)

rather than reading a device’s anthropomorphic effort as a particularly mechan-

ical failure behind an unconvincing “facade”? At what point do failures become

misleadings or other sentiment-laden communicative classifications beyond im-
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personal mechanical diagnoses, such as, for example, the “silence” of a machine

meaning that it is processing information, is expecting user input, or is oblivi-

ous to human expectations (e.g. powered off)? In modern times of felt betrayal

over devices listening to us [20] alongside willful dumps of information in plea

of computational warmth [52], how might we design for humans’ expectations

as a matter of security and privacy, or for our reception and divulgence as a

matter of therapeutic interaction and trust in negotiation? When might we ever

call the silence of our machines truly silence?

Having set forth a theoretical, working basis of silence, what must come

forth are the studies and designs to evidence when and how we want it – and

whether, too, in line with a push for “empirical pragmatics” [10], artificial in-

telligence and technological interfacing may escort in new waves of linguistic

theory upon which to serve the question.

A.4 Conclusion: The Way Forward

It is then worth future study, too, to determine whether a human willing to inter-

act with a device as if it were another person, suspending belief or entertaining

this matter in the context set that “x object is humanlike and should be inter-

acted with naturally as if so,” will lead the person into more intense feelings of

misleading and betrayal, and personal classification of the instance as silence

or conversational malfunction more so than just technical malfunction, if they

interact with the device with expectations that the device does not deliver upon

or respond to (such as being willing to speak with a robot as if it were a per-

son but then not having one’s speech reacted to; will a person treat this event
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as more of a personal offense by the machine — as a nonverbal communication

act in violation, and embarrassment upon the human having attempted com-

munication with a “silent” machine — or as technical glitch, a parsing error,

that evades the self-reflection and linguistically motivated evaluation of com-

municative failure)?

We have gone from communication between present physical agents of per-

sonal agency — between humans — to informing communication between a

human and screen-based interface or remote human agent with rapid research

therein over a matter of only decades, and we are moving from there into de-

velopment once more of present physical agents of communicative agency and

degrees of self-awareness: robots. Our modern technology is human-derived

by engineering and human-informed by data. As robots move to afford more

natural interactions with humans but with technological stutter in the growing

pains and without necessarily any humanness of appearance, it is crucial to un-

derstand how people choose to assign life to their objects and set expectations

of their tools. The design of our interfaces and hardware derive from the hu-

man response, whether in our physical interactions with them (looking away

from an e-reader screen being read aloud by the e-reader, sleeping its screen,

as the user conceding her period of directing the communication held with it),

other sensory ones (a seen or heard notification from said e-reader behaving

like a conversational “interrupt” — indeed termed an interrupt in the computer

science jargon — while the user intends to maintain communicative control in

holding her gaze upon the screen that, in modern development, is scanning for

it), or verbal (the unnatural ways in which we correct our devices versus our

human conversational partners, interacting between contexts per the judged

humanness of our devices, with such examples of unnatural communication
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including the staccato ways in which we talk to Apple’s Siri voice platform or

provide abnormal detail to our original statement (“Siri, what is the weather

today?” becomes “Siri, what is the weather where I am standing in zip code

14850 today the 17th of May at 7 PM?”) when our prior statement was misheard

or not heard.)

It is therefore important to evaluate their presumed silences in the pragmatic

detail of disambiguating human nonverbal communication, to determine where

the line is or should be in anthropomorphizing our objects as users or develop-

ers so as to avoid souring these reads or inviting speculation to true silence, and

indeed to determine where and whether true silence may exist in our Internet of

Things so as to approximate technological empathy in tandem with functional

purpose.
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APPENDIX B

LINGUISTIC BACKCHANNELING FOR SPOKEN DATABASE QUERYING

“¿Me habéis oı́do? Silencio, silencio he dicho. ¡Silencio!”

- Federico Garcı́a Lorca, La Casa de Bernarda Alba [53]

B.1 Problem Framing and Research Objectives

There are many fine lines that come together to construct a full picture of our

perceptions and expectations, as demonstrated in quite literal terms by the

‘Quick, Draw!’ work of this thesis. But in communication across myriad chan-

nels, one will find a fine line between rigidity and predictable action for so-

cial cues and form, or between mimicry and imitation for creating empathetic

device interactions via training-adaptive entrainment. As mentioned in Ap-

pendix A, entrainment, or some degree of repetitive and imitative wording or

tonality, may help to better personalize and familiarize devices, but this also

risks feature extraction that may amplify communicative tendencies of people

in ways that read detrimentally as more so ridicule and mimicry — even among

typically-developing individuals, but especially when considering the design

and approachability of everyday technologies for use by individuals with social

and communicative conditions like ASD (autism spectrum disorder.) In terms

of rigidity, how do we compromise flow with creativity and novel generation,

[conversational partner] accommodation with planning? Consider this account

from Leo Kanner’s “Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact” [45] of one par-

ticular child’s case study:

“Donald would not leave his bed after his nap until after he had said. ‘Boo, say

‘Don, do you want to get down?” and the mother had complied. But this was

not all. The act was still not considered completed. Don would continue, ‘Now,

say ’All right.” Again the mother had to comply, or there was screaming until the
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performance was completed. All this ritual was an indispensable part of the act...”

(Kanner 245)

The goal of this appendix’s work was formed outright to make database

queries more efficient by putting more of the burden of information on the user

rather than on a meticulously-designed question-and-answer dialogue with a

database, enhancing user-friendliness and results production despite the de-

scribed angle perhaps at the surface sounding detrimental to the user. But in

putting the burden of information on the user and limiting the database to be

more so receptive and encouraging than guiding, we hypothesize a perceived

better accommodation of the user that makes better use of the information and

cues the user provides to limit the need for clarifying questions or restarted

queries — letting the user talk, in essence.

A goal is to limit database interruptions to instead be less so interruptive,

claiming a speaking turn, than reaffirming in encouraging the user’s current

speaking turn to continue. By using backchanneling to encourage the user’s

speaking turn to elaborate, the database can extract relevant table information

from the user’s natural, unrestricted language use. Backchanneling can include

terms to reflect understanding of the most recent utterance fragment such that

the backchanneling and minimal other incorporations — repeating key words

spoken that are relevant to the table results, for example, to maintain common

ground — can thereby encourage the user to keep going in further open com-

munication toward query definition unless they request (ahead of the database

finally claiming a conversational turn to say one or a few results have been

found, or that a new utterance fragment has been too restrictive and that the

user may wish to have the most recent set of results) to have the current state of
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results.

A contrasting strategy of popular study for natural-language interfaces

(NLI) to databases is to design or learn refining questions such that there is a

very defined conversational path with the database approaching query results.

We review this strategy as one that broadly sacrifices communicative accommo-

dation for the predictability and common-ground maintenance of restriction.

This restriction and predictability is one that we would liken to Donald’s con-

versational flow above. It has a predictability that he strongly prefers but that

must follow a very specific trajectory each time with little affordance to creativ-

ity or — of a database — free-form, perhaps unconventional communication in

giving clues across a request for information.

Just as we could design a database NLI to entrain the user in order to ac-

commodate them, so might we design the database NLI in such a way as to

encourage the user to open up in communicative style, relaxing expectations of

strict language conformity to instead be more conversational and personal in

their query description in trusting that their communication will be properly

received by a backchanneling NLI perceived as an encouraging “listener.” In

this way, we can open a database to “natural” communication, where “natural”

is not restricted by syntax and form to still depend upon a conversational stan-

dard for English-language dialogue, but instead is “natural” in pertinence to the

individual user’s preferences and tendencies as they come to trust a backchan-

neling, encouraging database with their spoken communicative creativity. This

aim heavily draws from the Mine over Matter project in terms of accommodat-

ing various descriptions of a shared representation or several representations

grounded to smaller sets by their entertained descriptors: that is, accommoda-
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tion of an individual and their tendencies, or two such individuals when casting

the querying system as a negotiator demonstrating the same.

There are many ways to support communicative creativity and, as we have

explored throughout this thesis, many forms and channels to support. While

we aspire to a responsive NLI that could indeed adapt to more rigid “Q&A”

or turn-taking for supporting the preferences of Donald, or that could support

semantically reading between the lines in understanding a child’s theory of

mind and reasoning through their path of descriptions in reaching by query

the ‘Quick, Draw!’ label or image the child is considering, we shall focus more

conservatively in this appendix’s initial approach ahead of future work towards

the aforementioned. Our current work shall focus more so on information-

gathering for query refinement by making use of the encouraged verbosity (sup-

porting long-winded or roundabout descriptions, but roundabout in the sense

of users providing/database NLIs supporting users’ descriptive segments that

may not be useful in query refinement — not yet roundabout in a more cryptic

sense of Mine over Matter’s theory of mind) and unstructured language of the

user per their enhanced trust in relaxed, “noisy” communication being usefully

supported by a backchanneling database NLI.

B.2 Background and Terms

When speaking with other humans as conversational partners, whether in phys-

ical co-presence or by such means as a telephone call, a person will typically

insert short utterances during another person’s dialogue turn to indicate atten-

tion, understanding, or another channel of encouragement or participation. We
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shall take participation to be a linguistic superclass of cooperation without collo-

quial interchangeability between terms. The short utterances aforementioned

fall under a common description of a backchannel, defined at a high level as

“short segments of speech uttered to signal continued interest and understand-

ing without taking the floor” [50]. Backchannels are commonly encountered

in American English spoken dialogue by such insertions as “uh-huh” but can

range up to fuller phrases in line with “sure, go on,” as but one example; seman-

tic and syntactic requirements are minimal beyond a pragmatic recognition of

purpose. Such purpose hinges on the backchannel utterances or gestures being

both participatory and cooperative in their prosodic and pragmatic variables.

A key purpose of backchanneling is to encourage continuation of the cur-

rent speaker’s speech turn, not just to signal disinterest in claiming the conver-

sational floor — that is, as “a signal to the speaker that the communication is

working and that they should continue speaking” [56, P. 70]. This recognition is

crucial in several regards not only to the conversational participants, but also to

a myriad of retrospective analyses as they pertain to, for example, data gather-

ing for thought modeling in Mine over Matter, or even a framing of information

leakage, personal signatures, and side channels with respect to such modeling

and individual natures of information retrieval (e.g. proposed studies in Mine

over Matter of determining how and whether children come to recognize their

own drawings and their meanings in later gaming sessions) — considerations

saturating the space between natural-language processing, cognitive science,

and even systems security framing of problems, methods, and inputs. In this

appendix, the aforementioned purpose of backchanneling shall be crucial to or-

ganic information saturation and querying flexibility of conversational search

in database interaction turns using natural language.
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B.2.1 Types of Backchannels

But this variability in backchannels’ purpose can present issues of appropriate-

ness in selecting which backchannel to use. Consider the hypothetical conversa-

tional query between a user and a database NLI (written as ‘QS’ for “querying

system”) in Figure B.1, where the user is exploring options for buying a car. Our

current system randomly selects a backchanneling utterance text from a static

set of options when delivering the text-to-speech utterance to the user alongside

whichever keywords may have been recognized from the user’s most recent ut-

terance segment (e.g. prepending “Five” to backchanneling “okay”), but there is

extensive linguistic research into a pragmatic taxonomy of backchannels insist-

ing that such matters as conversational context and prosody work to distinguish

appropriateness of backchannels by their conveyed purpose.

For example, Jackson Tolins and Jean E. Fox Tree of the University of Cali-

fornia, Santa Cruz, review a distinction between specific backchannels, or assess-

ments, versus generic backchannels, or continuers, [78] where the former demon-

strate some sort of reaction or response to the previous utterance segment’s de-

livered content and the latter merely cooperate in advancing conversation by

acknowledging the speaker’s held floor. Continuers, then, are demonstrating

continued presence in the conversation (regardless of attention, this thesis con-

tends, in contrast to Tolins and Fox Tree attesting “continued attention” [78])

and a willingness to accept what has just been said (again, regardless of con-

tent; a backchannel during inattention or a failure to receive the speaker’s input

is nonetheless willingly forfeiting a window for challenging the previous utter-

ance segment), even if only in a temporary period of “entertaining the thought,”

so to speak, while allowing for the speech turn to continue developing. These
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USER: I would like a red sedan...
QS: Alright, yeah...
USER: With leather interior...
QS: Leather, sure.
USER: And five seats.
QS: Five, okay. Before we go any further, I have one result remaining for you.
Would you like the results?
USER: No. That’s too few options.
QS: You requested: red, sedan, leather interior, five seats. Would you like to
remove features or restart?
USER: Remove ‘five seats.’
QS: Alright, yeah...
USER: And uh...
QS: Uh-huh.
USER: I’m fine with any manufacturer.
QS: Sure.
USER: Except Toyota, maybe.
QS: Not Toyota, okay.
USER: What if I do later than 1985?
QS: Three results.
USER: But I’m fine going as early as 1980.
QS: I see.
USER: I probably don’t need to be shopping around for this type of thing right
now...
QS: Sure.
USER: Anyway, what are my results?
QS: I have three results: a red Honda 2016 sedan with five seats and tan leather
interior, a red Kia 1994 sedan with four seats and gray leather interior, and a red
Ford 2005 sedan with four seats and black leather interior.

Figure B.1: Hypothetical database query with backchanneling.

boundaries are not firm in classifying a word or phrase as one type or the other,

especially, again, when considering a backchannel’s contextual and prosodic

delivery, though it is a separate matter to consider how a backchannel that

“entertains the thought” as content-attentive may nonetheless remain a contin-

uer by only outwardly conveying ongoing conversational participation without

content-specific reactive features. Tolins and Fox Tree provide a few such exam-

ples of crossover potential: “...so that they imply commentary on the preceding

utterance: imagine producing uh huh with an elongated vowel or rise in pitch

(cf. Tomlinson and Fox Tree 2011) or saying yeah with a tone of uncertainty or
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enacted surprise. We propose that in these cases, the added intonational infor-

mation changes what is generally considered a generic backchannel to take on

the meaning of a specific backchannel” [78, P. 154].

Our effort’s current state of selecting a backchanneling randomly will not

hold. The utterances we currently select from for backchannels (including terms

or phrases functionally similar to backchannels) to modify prosodically or with

mention of prepended terms relevant to the filtered database table are the fol-

lowing:

• sure...
• okay...
• great...
• alright, yeah...

• go on...

• got it

• I see...

Figure B.2: The current system’s backchannel options

This means that selecting a backchannel randomly could very well land us

in the circumstance of Figure B.1, rather than having:

USER: And uh...
QS: Uh-huh.

...instead having:

USER: And uh...
QS: I see.

Whereas “Uh-huh” acts as a generic backchannel to encourage the user to con-

tinue the thought they have begun, “I see” here is violative in suggesting an

adjustment to the common ground. While “I see” may be argued as suiting the
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conversation more globally, as in its speaker verbalizing a present state of un-

derstanding the span of conversation up to that moment after an evaluative mo-

ment of reflection (which moments Appendix A would describe), our theoreti-

cal framework for silence in Appendix A and goal of avoiding verbosity in this

conversational querying work would challenge that such moments take conven-

tional form as nonverbal communication. The utterance selection has the po-

tential for global coherence, but it does not have local coherence — leading this

research back to such papers as Rhonda Booth and Francesca Happé’s “‘Hunt-

ing with a knife and...fork’: Examining central coherence in autism, attention

deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and typical development with a linguistic task”

referenced in Mine over Matter for children with autism often facing the opposite

problem of local relevance being faultily overprioritized. This conversational

querying work of having to reconcile linguistic models to database applications

therefore grapples with inappropriate backchanneling potentially violating lo-

cal relevance, as one linguistic challenge, alongside the conflicting databases

challenge of conversational querying state-of-the-art joining these children in

having a local processing bias.

B.3 Motivation

Several problems with the natural-language querying state-of-the-art exist that

span such categorical matters as may present databases and usability research

camps with unique concerns. In line with these different camps of concerns,

an open question remains to this appendix’s ongoing research problem of what

the desirable results should be such that their measurement is more appropriate

to databases research, language applications, or UI/UX (user interface design,
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Figure B.3: Siri is a virtual assistant that mishandles spoken requests in
several ways pertinent to database natural-language querying.

user experience) and HCI research, respectively. Problems with the state-of-the-

art fall broadly across categories of inefficiency (e.g. verbosity), unnaturalness

(e.g. starved interaction, query rigidity), and user strain (e.g. frontloading), pre-

senting issues both to databases research in terms of, for example, the time to

reach settled query results and to HCI research in terms of engagement, coop-

eration, and comfortable interaction. We propose to aid these problems per the

incorporation of linguistic backchanneling affording fewer conversational turns

between participants (the user and the system) with more back-and-forth within

a speaking turn. Querying-system backchannels grant feedback within a user’s

speaking turn (rather than taking the floor) that encourages it to expand, build-

ing information richness to the turn. Real-time query refinement may therefore

take place step-wise upon each backchanneling instance, allowing for a user’s

free-form, potentially lengthy query to receive segmental review within a speak-

ing turn per the backchannels’ turn segmentation and their drive toward more

information to refine by.
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This appendix’s project proposes that querying systems can and should give

more of the task to the user, which the user will adopt without burden only

if they trust the system to handle natural, open dialogue. First approaches to

such openness do not require tedious and advanced interpretation of every-

thing a user says so as to derive meaning from it all towards the entire spoken

input’s common ground incorporation — characteristic of difficult problems in

a “Q&A” approach of determining the structure and content of narrow, domain-

focused follow-up questions that burden the system side with asking specific

questions we can instead trust the user to answer themself; that is, if afforded

a longer, encouraged speaking turn offering trust in the relevance of what they

have to say along this turn. In this sense, we can instead trade sophisticated

NLP for simple bag-of-words models; allow the user to spin a narrative how-

ever they like, and listen for phrasing that keep the participants “on the same

page,” so to speak, given the table/database that the user and system both know

to be in focus. In this sense, this work may take inspiration from “entertaining

the thought” in a pragmatic sense, from generic backchannels of high-level at-

tention, and from the “Yes, and” rules of improvisational theatre (“improv”)

for upholding “conversation” and encouraging further information inputs en-

abling that maintenance. Despite obvious problems in scalability given the

number of entries or columns a table may have, potentially risking confusion

to the user of how to describe what they are looking for and potentially over-

tasking the system per a sizable search space, using this initial approach with

a toy database of modest size has suggested the implemented approach to be a

fruitful avenue for later user testing and database enlargement.

Beyond those several aforementioned inspirations for this project, a primary

inspiration comes from the thesis’s Mine over Matter project. Several parallels ex-
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ist between the struggles that the database natural-language querying state-of-

the-art faces and those that Mine over Matter works to address for children with

autism spectrum disorder, among other ASD struggles documented in such ac-

counts as Leo Kanner’s child case studies. While this section does not detail

these parallels verbosely, as we detail the following problems with the natural-

language querying state-of-the-art, quotations from Kanner [45] introduce these

problems by first offering a similar issue he had observed with ASD children. Of

course, not all of the problems with the natural-language querying state-of-the-

art (occasionally termed NQSotA hereafter, for brevity) align with challenges

facing ASD theory of mind, and we accordingly do not lead into those problem

descriptions with quotations pertaining to ASD parallels. We also provide some

examples of querying dialogue segments to illustrate the problems described.

B.3.1 Verbosity and Repetition

“But the child’s noises and motions and all of his performances are as monotonously
repetitive as are his verbal utterances. There is a marked limitation in the variety of his
spontaneous activities. The child’s behavior is governed by an anxiously obsessive desire
for the maintenance of sameness that nobody but the child himself may disrupt on rare
occasions.” (Kanner 245)

It should not be necessary to explicitly communicate a comprehensive

knowledge state after each segmental step of building the conversational query.

It may be posited as acceptable for the first system response to be explicit in

what knowledge it has positioned from the user’s first utterance segment so

as to help in setting a common ground not only of what the query consists of,

but also of what kinds of speech interactions the user may proceed with under

reasonable expectation of having their input accepted. A naive and inefficient

verbosity arises, though, if the system proceeds doing so after each segmental
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USER: I would like a red sedan...
QS: What type of interior for a red sedan?
USER: Leather interior.
QS: I have: a red sedan with leather interior. How many seats?
USER: Five seats.
QS: I have: a red sedan with leather interior and five seats. By now only one
result remains for you: a red Porsche 2017 sedan with black leather interior and
five seats.
USER: No. That’s too few options.
QS: Please restart your query.

Figure B.4: Verbosity in database interactions can flood the user with in-
efficient, unnecessary amounts of feedback to keep common
ground, resulting in time-consuming and unpleasant query
development.

utterance from the user such that the system emerges as redundant from this

need for structure and repetition — ritual, if you will.

Following a permissible (pending later explorations of need) first interaction

as described that is crafted to set user expectations and a common ground for

the query, the user should be trusted to interpret system backchanneling as giv-

ing similar indicators to those a human interlocutor would provide: trust that

information was not dropped by the system from one user utterance segment

to the next if the system has chosen to backchannel, and trust that a system’s

backchanneling gestures for a continued speaking turn. In this way, we hy-

pothesize our system to dissuade repetitive, uncertain verbosity from the user

as well as avoid any such verbal needs on the part of the querying system’s

outward communications.
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USER: I would like a red sedan...
QS: ...
USER: ...with leather interior...
QS: ...
USER: And um...five seats?
QS: ...
QS: I have: a red sedan with leather interior and five seats. By now only one
result remains for you: a red Porsche 2017 sedan with black leather interior and
five seats.

Figure B.5: Lacking or delayed feedback in database interactions may
mislead the user into believing they had been misunderstood,
not heard, or otherwise, making for uncomfortable interactions
and potentially overcompensation in repair interactions or ver-
balized feedback requests.

B.3.2 Low Feedback Within a Single Channel Focus

“The parents observed that ‘he was not learning to ask questions or to answer questions
unless they pertained to rhymes or things of this nature, and often then he would ask no
question except in single words.”’ (Kanner 217)

An additional problematic approach is one of starved interaction. If a con-

versational querying system (CQS henceforth) delays giving feedback when ex-

pected of it for fear of cutting off the user and performing a preemptive, incom-

plete search, the user may be lead to believe that he is at fault. Taking steps for

conversational repair may ironically lead to a verbosity problem ruining any

efficiency gains anticipated from minimizing CQS response interaction — min-

imizing such interaction verbally, that is.

Our work seeks to avoid this predicament by giving minimal backchannel-

ing feedback hypothesized as enough to verbally communicate received input

— perhaps even to enough to communicate understanding pending the ap-

propriate selection of backchannels beyond random — such that the user may
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feel enabled to continue their conversational turn without this being verbosely

stated.

B.3.3 Pattern Fixation and Linguistic Rigidity

“This insistence on sameness led several of the children to become greatly disturbed upon
the sight of anything broken or incomplete...demanding not only the sameness of the word-
ing of a request but also the sameness of the sequence of events.” (Kanner 245)

Given the standard practice of using SQL — Structured Query Language —

to query a database, the dependence upon readily interpretable patterns and

formatting for data retrieval in this way in order to not fluster the system may

be paralleled to the difficulties faced in needing “sameness of the wording” and

“sameness of the sequence” in line with Kanner’s reports of autistic children’s

communication demands or tendencies [45, P. 245]. In order to persist in con-

versational maintenance across multiple natural-language communicative ex-

changes for query formation, we need for our querying system to understand

that not every utterance term is relevant to filtering the table. The system needs

to tolerate side commentary without assuming any of it to be inherently in con-

flict with the query-in-progress simply for not triggering further filtering; it is

only in this trust exercised by the system itself that the user may find trust to de-

liver in return to be willing to abandon verbosity, for example, in not expecting

the system to throw out or throw off a query partway through its development.

The system, then, needs to entertain any such “filler” words or content, which

our bag-of-words initial filtering approach naively but effectively handles with-

out compromising the query state.

Furthermore, even the most popular conversational querying tools still
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USER: I would like a red sedan with leather interior and four seats, preferably
from later than 1985 but Im fine with as early as 1980. It can also be bigger.
QS: Here is what I found for Red Sedan.

Figure B.6: Having to detail an elaborate query in one breath is neither
natural to the user nor without processing burdens upon the
one-shot table filtering demanded.

USER: I would like a red sedan, with...
QS: Here is what I found for Red Sedan.

Figure B.7: Many popular conversational systems do not afford pauses
to the user for extended conversational maintenance or query
construction.

struggle with semantic blindness, a sort of semantic “theory of mind” problem

or “mindblindness” of its own, so to speak; as in the rightmost pane of Figure

B.3 wherein having responded “Get rid of it” to the question of “Delete this re-

minder?” was not mapped to “Yes,” instead giving an unmotivated response of

“I found only one reminder,” the pattern fixation and language rigidity of not

only SQL, but also of the limited extents of tolerated and interpretable natural

language commonly attempted for translative alignments with SQL risk likely

conversational querying violations in not being able to acknowledge Gricean

cooperative exchange. Having abandoned the assumption of cooperative par-

ticipation for query extension and maintenance, first by the system of the “Get

rid of it” user and then by the user of the confused system, the user will often

be driven from this point into having (or preferring) to restart their query. Not

only, then, does conversational querying with such rigid language systems re-

main unnatural, but it also remains inefficient per the consequence of restarting

queries.
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Finally, there is an issue of frontloading, taken here to mean the need for the

user to put all query information in the starting segment of a query rather than

distributed over multiple utterance segments (interspersed with the conversa-

tional querying system’s backchanneling feedback.) The leftmost two panels of

Figure B.3 illustrate this issue in real-world conversation with Apple’s Siri voice

assistant. The leftmost panel indicates the issue as just stated, wherein the user

must deliver their entire query “in one breath,” so to speak, which both burdens

the user for having one-shot attempts at full, potentially elaborate query forma-

tions and burdens the conversational querying system for having to parse and

treat a potentially large or convolutedly structured single delivery of natural

language information all at once. The second panel from the left in Figure B.3

demonstrates a tendency — again, as demonstrated in real-world conversation

with Siri — for pauses not to be tolerated by these intelligent systems as any-

thing other than turn-ending floor concessions such that the system then claims

a next speaking turn too early and cuts the user’s query short. As demonstrated

in the figure example, the user is allowed no pauses to collect their thoughts or

build their query; nor does the system allow for a potentially reasonable mo-

ment of pause to be treated as a midway query aggregation rather than as a

query completion, one by which to err in processing results hastily and poten-

tially ceasing to listen for further relevant context. Such query segmentation

and pause insertion for load balancing is further discussed in the next section in

explaining how backchannels may provide helpful structuring for greater com-

municative tolerance, moving past the restrictive structuring commonly charac-

terizing database tools and interactions.
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B.3.4 Information Load

On the User

Much of the current research in natural language interfaces to databases, es-

pecially with respect to speech interfaces but with similar warnings bearing

for information load in textual interactions, proceeds under the agreement that

“[i]n a spoken dialogue system, it is important not to mention too many facts

in one turn in order to keep the memory load on the user manageable” [26].

As opposed to claiming a speaking turn from the user following each of the

user’s utterances in order to verbosely detail the updated query results, which

may be lengthy and difficult for the user to remember or make use of, keeping

the speaking turn on the user while simply backchanneling on the part of the

database may help to provide sufficient information for the user to be confident

that they are being understood (and heard) without having to hear a full length

of filtered results each time. We hypothesize that backchanneling from the

database will aid the user to reason through their query as chunks of utterances

without having to lose their speaking turn as the database filters in real time

with the backchannels, allowing the user to continue elaborating upon their ut-

terance with trust in the database NLI to respond according to certain rules. For

example, if the NLI gives a backchanneling response, the user can trust that they

are being understood or that their utterance has at least been heard (in such an

understood way as to not present immediate conflict for eventual results de-

livery); if the NLI responds that the query refinement has become too specific,

the user can understand that something in their most recent utterance chunk

elaborated the built-upon query beyond available results and they can give a
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new sub-utterance in its place without having to repeat the entire query anew;

if the NLI comments that the results have become a lot more specific, the user

can learn and proceed from these hints without having to enter a verbose early

exchange about results; and if the NLI responds that only one or a few results

are left, the user can terminate their speaking turn by finally asking for the NLI

to take its own speaking turn in detailing the results. Depending on which de-

tails are included with backchanneling, such as some repeated words from the

most recent utterance segments, the user can obtain inferences as to what is in

the database NLI’s beliefs and awareness without having to go through lengthy

back-and-forth detailing from explicitly requesting frequent updates.

On the Querying System

Considering the large sizes of some databases and tables, there is further agree-

ment in the databases community that, for spoken interactions, “Obviously, it

is not possible to present all of the options and tradeoffs in a single turn. There-

fore, it is necessary to split the tree into several smaller trees that can then be

presented over several turns” [26]. For both the sake of the user’s retention

restrictions and the database’s practicality in vocalizing large quantities of in-

formation, recent databases research has explored measures and approaches

around such notions as Immanuel Trummer’s constraint-mindful voice output

plan [79] at Cornell for optimizing NLI speaking time on the basis of users’ cog-

nitive load, the faithfulness of the information in its conveyed — if shortened —

format, and otherwise, despite Trummer demonstrating that finding an optimal

voice output plan is NP-hard.

Just as a database might have a lot of results to filter, it might have a lot of in-
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formation to take in from the user as well in order to manageably filter that large

store of data. While our goal is to keep the speaking turn on the user rather than

waste time and efficiency in enduring a back-and-forth conversation of Q&A or

information-repeating confirmations, the database NLI may not be able to re-

tain the full extent of a user’s single, drawn-out speaking turn if it waits to filter

query results until the user relents their turn in its entirety. Therefore, we aim to

take advantage of backchanneling as an opportunity for the database table fil-

tering to occur on the basis of information gained in the last utterance segment

since the previous filtering; each user pause taken as an opportunity for NLI

backchanneling is also taken as an opportunity for results filtering so as to ease

load and memory on the database and to better inform the user when appro-

priate of where the results filtering stands (e.g. vocalizing “this has suddenly

become very specific” to indicate a steep reduction in filtered rows remaining,

without assuming the need to enumerate results wastefully unless the user de-

cides to finally request this step following the hint.)

B.3.5 Speech Recognition

Databases may store information that does not correspond to very common

words or predictable pronunciations. One example would be a database of com-

puter science research authors, where people’s last names may not act favorably

for statistical recognition implementations nor out-of-the-box speech APIs for

database integration — even APIs with some of the strongest performance and

training data, such as Google’s WaveNet [80] text-to-speech (TTS) generation of

such names or the company’s speech API for speech-to-text (STT) recognition

of said database entries.
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Along the literature-saturated lines of statistically-informed model updating

from language patterns, we aim for the plenitude of information that a user pro-

vides in a continued turn to provide context to help reframe the query space at

each refining step following each utterance fragment. In venturing beyond tra-

ditional query rigidity where a query may fail if a specific term is not included

or is misheard in the utterance, we aspire to take advantage of semantically rele-

vant or neighboringly likely terms such that we may focus on taking advantage

of users’ vast information and relax dependencies upon meticulous improve-

ments to sensitive speech recognition — a matter that is crucial to database NLI,

but one that is its own research area that databases research may later adopt

in improved states. While these matters of speech for audio parsing and nat-

ural language processing (NLP) techniques for statistical modeling go beyond

databases work outright as strategies for, but not inherent components of, query

optimization, we aim in this thesis to incorporate linguistic structure into a set

of research contexts. Nonetheless, such goals of taking advantage of this struc-

ture for relaxed speech recognition for easier speech interfacing to databases

come second to our backchanneling efforts as future work that may naturally

integrate forth from our early strategies.

B.4 The Starting State

The current system uses Google’s cloud APIs as a foundation upon which to in-

sert instances of backchanneling and develop a conversational querying stream.

Google’s speech-to-text (STT) API transcribes a user’s speech as streaming in-

put from a microphone, and Google’s text-to-speech speaks back with one of

our backchanneling selections at random.
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We create and connect to a small PostgreSQL toy database having a single

table. This small table contains entries of various car models available to search

among by the following features:

• shape (sedan, SUV, ...)

• year

• manufacturer

• number of seats

• interior (fabric, leather, ...)

• color

• interior color

The intent with this toy database is to provide a small sample of data by

which a person may search among features for a car to purchase. The car options

populating the table use real manufacturer names but were entered without

necessarily pertaining to real car models.

The conversation management code has been developed to filter through

this table’s entries per the information a user provides within each utterance

segment of a conversation session. The Python 2.7 code is written as an

extension to the transcribe streaming mic.py example, a file from the

“Google Cloud Speech API Python Samples” GitHub repository [64] referred

to in Google’s API documentation [3]. This project’s extensions to that code em-

ploy the following additional modules: random, os, subprocess, gtts [30],

psycopg2 [34], word2number [57], num2words [61].

Upon running the Python code, the feature names and row items — the car

table’s entities and attributes — are all loaded into a bag of words. Microphone

input listens for a nonspecific user from which to transcribe speech. Each time
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the user pauses, their speech-to-text utterance segment is processed to deter-

mine whether any words in the produced text are words also belonging to the

bag of words made earlier. If any words belong to both of those text groupings,

then those particular words get individually prepended to a backchanneling ut-

terance selected at random from the list described in Figure B.2. The motivation

for this prepending is to indicate attention and comprehension by the system

as feedback to the user in a way that does not distract from the user continu-

ing to provide input. The system then filters the table for entries that pertain

to the information provided thus far; for example, if the system picks up on

the user saying “leather,” it will recognize that word in its bag-of-words and

filter out car options that do not have leather interiors. If the user continues by

mentioning wanting their vehicle to be red, then the filtered results from the

last step will be filtered further (per shared recognition of the word “red” being

relevant) to only include red vehicles with leather interiors. The backchannel

and any prepended terms are spoken aloud by Google’s text-to-speech, and the

conversation progresses once more in the system listening for user input.

Much remains to be attended to in semantic and pragmatic attention; it is not

enough for both the user and system to understand the word “red” to be rele-

vant to this conversational query per what the user has said, but it instead must

further be understood what the user means by raising the word — whether they

want any color but red, for example. Another example is attending to whether

that word maps to unconventional employment. This instance could be in line

with describing a different attribute than red, but one still grounded as being

relevant to the table, such as meaning to filter the manufacturer attribute —

whether by implicature, as with roundabout elimination and implicit disprefer-

ence of a certain manufacturer only producing black cars (but which our model
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Figure B.8: A Google ‘Quick, Draw!’ representation of rain.

would still appropriately filter), or whether by, for example, mentally assign-

ing colors to numbers in meaning to filter by the number of seats. Such is but

a modest deployment of “mine over matter,” by which a lending ear may find

Figure B.8 to be quite literally “right as rain.”

Alternatively, this instance could be in line with describing a different at-

tribute than red, but one not relevant to the table. For example, if my conver-

sational query mentions not wanting “a car so fast that I’ll run red lights,” the

system must be developed in such a way as to not simply listen for “red” and

filter by what it understands “red” to have been affiliated with solely by what

it “knows” (which attributes it is aware of.) It must instead be able to treat the

use of the word with contextual awareness, else form reasonable (not instant,

affording application of Gricean maxims to the input it has received in assum-

ing relevance) conclusions of the input’s irrelevance to afforded table filtering

and deliver socially competent indicators of that discarding to the speaking user

without disrupting their query. While it may seem ordinary, expected behav-

ior to “disrupt” the speaker to interject that something they have said is not

interpretable for updating understanding (i.e., for conversational maintenance,

herein for table filtering), this is not socially competent behavior, as the point

is to enable the user to keep talking such that further information they provide

gives more context by which to form successful interpretations from improved
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expectations.

Current initial efforts focus less so on textual semantics and language pro-

cessing for query understanding and backchannel selection than on improving

the timing of backchannels and deriving high-level inferences of the previous

utterance per the use of prosodic information; experimentally, without listening

to any of the words of the conversational query, instead focusing on such mat-

ters as intonation (for question identification, predicting the end of an utterance,

etcetera), how and to what extent can our system manage to keep a conversation

going with simple backchanneling? Initial efforts seek to augment the natural-

ness of backchannel insertions such that the timing of their delivery does not

overextend nor starve pauses relative to the preceding user utterance segment,

with such violations in pause length having been discussed in Appendix A and

such forward minings for relevance minding reflections from this thesis.
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Design Workshop #1: Brainstorming a game to help children 

(to be read aloud to the potential child participant) 
 

This page is for children. It is about a workshop by some people making a game, and they 
would please like your help in the workshop by playing another game. The game they 
want to make is one for helping children who may need extra help understanding people. 
 

You can help the head game designer by playing her matching game with other children 
and telling her your thoughts as you play (What is hard or easy? What is fun or boring?). 
You can decide if you want to say “yes” or “no” to helping. 

 

Who needs my help? This is Sydney. Her job is to create a game to help children who 

may need extra help understanding people. She will ask you to help her by playing a 

matching game and sharing what you think about it with her and the other children playing. 

 

  

Sydney    

 

Why is Sydney making this game? Some children need extra help understanding how 

other people see things or think about things. Often, these children find it difficult to 

understand other children and teachers. Sydney will make a game to help them 

understand that many people may have many ideas about the same thing, so that they 

will have a better time understanding people. Sydney wants your help, please, to make 

this game as fun and helpful as possible! You can help her by being a “game designer” 

and taking part in her design workshop, which means playing a matching game and 

sharing your thoughts. 

 

What is the computer game? The computer game is a matching game using drawings 

that people made on the internet for another game that Google made. The point of the 

computer game is to show children different points of view on the same thing and 

convince them to think about these other ideas that people have, versus always thinking 

that their own way of seeing things is the only way. This activity is particularly meant to 

APPENDIX C

EINAUDI GRANT WORKSHOP DOCUMENTS

C.1 Information Sheets

C.1.1 User Design Workshop
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help children with autism spectrum disorder. You will be helping Sydney create this game 

by playing a tabletop matching game and giving her your thoughts on it. 

 

What will happen if I help? By playing this matching game and sharing your thoughts 

about it as you go, you will help Sydney figure out what is easy or hard, what makes 

sense, and what is fun or boring. This will help her make a better game later. 

 

You can tell Sydney if you want to stop doing the activities. You do not have to tell her 

why. Please tell her if you need the toilet, or if you want to take a break. Please tell her if 

someone on your team is being mean to you. You can also say you do not want to be a 

games designer any more, and that is OK. Sydney will always listen to you.  

 

Sydney will have a device for taking photos, recording video, and recording sound. She 

will ask if it is OK to take photos and video of you helping and to record the talking that 

you or your team does in coming up with ideas and decisions. This is because it is too 

hard for Sydney to write down everything that happens. She will look at the photos and 

listen to the recordings later to remember what happened during the game.  

 

What will happen after I am finished helping? Sydney will learn a lot about how to 

make another game like this one. After all the children have finished helping, Sydney will 

use your ideas and thoughts, in addition to the photos and audio from the game and her 

ideas about how the matching game went, to make a more fun game. The game she will 

end up with is a computer game that is a matching game, too. She will make the game 

and write about what she has learned. Sometimes Sydney will show people photos or 

audio of children helping her design the game. The photos and audio will help people who 

were not in the game understand what happened during the game. 

  

Your mum or dad said it is OK for you to help us. 
 

Do you want to be a games designer? You can say “yes” or “no”.  It is OK to say 
“no”. It will not hurt Sydney's feelings.  

 

Do you want to ask a question about being a games tester? It is OK to have more 

questions. You can ask Sydney as many questions as you want about being a games 

designer. Ask your mum or dad to help you call her on the phone or write an email with 

your question. 

 

Mobile phone number: 404-790-3248 (USA cell phone) 

E-mail address: sydney.zink@gmail.com 
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 Researching the Design of a Game for Children with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder: Design Workshop #1 

Information sheet for parents and guardians 

 

This information sheet is for parents and guardians and explains a research project in which 
we would like your child to participate. It gives information about the project in the form of 
questions you might have and their answers. If you have further questions, we are happy to 
discuss them and give you more information. 
 

The researchers on this project and their contact details are as follows:  
Sydney Zink, lead researcher (sydney.zink@gmail.com; 404-790-3248 (USA)) 
Prof. Helen Pain, research advisor (helen@inf.ed.ac.uk) 
 

University of Edinburgh, School of Informatics 

Informatics Forum 

10 Crichton Street 
Edinburgh 

EH8 9AB 

 

Please return the parent consent/guardian form to Sydney (lead researcher) if you give 
permission for your child to participate in the project. 

 
 

I. An overview of this project and how you can help  
 

What is the project goal?  

We are investigating how a device- based game of matching different people’s ideas of the same 

drawing prompt can give insight and potential aide to autistic theory of mind – essentially, the 

ability to recognize that multiple perspectives may exist toward the same thing and to better 

understand people from perspective empathy. The research project will run a workshop with a 

physical card-based matching game to look at how its gameplay and commentary can provide 

insight into the design of the device-based matching game.  

 

Why are we doing this project?  

Children with autism spectrum disorder may struggle to understand viewpoints beyond their own 

and fixate upon certain conceptualizations. There is a plethora of drawings data online that can 

consistently provide a matching game with hundreds upon thousands of people’s ideas of how 

to represent certain ideas, exposing players to a variety of conceptualizations so as to assist 

them in drawing similarities between these different representations in determining that two 

drawings indeed ‘match’ as depicting the same drawing prompt. We hope for this game to shed 

light upon autistic theory of mind and to be able to be used to aide children in the same regard.  
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How can my child help?  

By playing the matching game in this project’s first design workshop and sharing their thoughts 

as they go along, your child can help to inform the eventual device-based matching game’s 

design to be both engaging and useful. Sydney may want to follow up the gameplay session 

with some additional conversation about the game in terms of what your child thought of it, 

thinks a later game should look like, and the like, so the consent form asks if Sydney may 

please reach out after the workshop if her work would benefit from these sorts of follow-up 

conversations with your child.  

 

Sydney might also reach out to ask, with the similar consent and informing processes, whether 

your child would be available to participate in one of the later-stage workshops this summer 

(there will be no requests for workshops after August when the project finalizes). If you or your 

child withhold consent for this workshop, the same will be assumed of future workshops in this 

project and you will not be contacted about those. The consent you and your child are giving in 

this set of paperwork is solely for participation in this one workshop, but the input your child 

gives will, as discussed in these information sheets, carry forth into the final product and its 

research papers or presentations.  

 

What happens during a game design session?  

With the aim of making your child more at ease coming into the workshop sessions, we will 

always spend some time before the game session to talk to you and your child to get to know 

them better and allow them to get to know us. Your child will then play a matching game, 

potentially on a team with other children, and will be encouraged at the start of the game in its 

instructions – though never pressured at any point – to openly give comments on the game at 

any point. Time permitting, we may also ask them a few questions either as ones directed to 

them, to their team, or to all children in the workshop in inviting anyone’s answers. 

 

Records of video, photos, and audio:  

We would like to video-record the session to provide a record for later analysis and to allow us 

to freely interact with your child during the session without worrying about taking notes. If you 

prefer that we do not use videos or pictures of your child for publications, presentations, or 

teaching purposes, you can indicate this on the permission form. In that case, the video would 

be seen only by us during the analysis. If you are not comfortable with your child being 

videotaped at all, then your child should not participate in this particular study. The same applies 

to recording audio separately in case the video audio does not record well; there will not be any 

audio-recording that is not congruent with what is being video-recorded, as the separate 

recording is solely being done for a second source in case the video audio is poor or missing. If 

we reach out to request follow-up conversations with you and/or your child after the workshop, 

we will be explicit in asking for permission to record audio and/or video, which in these situations 

may be more practically substituted by note-taking if those permissions are denied. 
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In asking for permission for videos or pictures, “pictures” in the presence of video-recording 

permission may mean both video stills and camera photos from the session. In the absence of 

video-recording permission, “pictures” refers solely to camera photos. You have the option to 

deny permission to both types of pictures, though please regard the video-recording caveat that 

if you would prefer your child not be in any video recording at all even for internal project analysis 

only or in studying the other children via the video, your child should be considered effectively 

ineligible for this study. 

 

II. Additional study information 

 

Will this project teach my child new skills?   

This workshop does not expect nor intend to teach your child new skills or improve existing skills 

in any direct manner. The information we learn from this project may be used in future games 

that could be tools for learning about and improving perspective-sharing skills in children with 

autism spectrum disorder.  

 

What happens when the project is over?  

After the study has finished and we have analyzed the information we collected, it will be used 

to evaluate and further develop the design of a device-based game and eventually will be 

presented in a final report and/or conference papers. These writings, along with the data and 

videos, may be shared or presented in scientific journals or conferences. We will never share 

children’s names, schools, or other personal information.  

 

How will personal information be protected?  

Confidentiality is extremely important to us. Videos and other information (such as forms with 

children’s names) will be stored safely on password-protected computers or in locked cabinets. 

Access will be limited to the people involved in the research: Sydney Zink and her research 

advisors. Photos and other information will be identified only by participant codes or pseudonyms 

and will be separated from identifying information (such as name or birth date). Likewise, we do 

not include school names in publications and presentations, as this information could also be 

used to identify children.  

 

Can I have a copy of the game?  

The game your child would play in this study is research-oriented and is designed to help answer 

specific questions. It will not have the same type of functionality, amount of content, or style of 

documentation that you may expect from a commercial game. That all being said, once the 

summer term of the project is over, the game may be made publicly available online for open 

use, including use in further development by the same or other parties as well as use by families 

and educators. If so, we will send you a link and instructions for installation. 
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Who paid for this research?  

This project is being done as the focus of Sydney Zink’s 2017 summer term as a visiting 

researcher from Cornell University at the University of Edinburgh under the advising of Helen 

Pain from the latter, and the work may incorporate into Sydney’s M.S. thesis as part of her 

degree program at Cornell. A travel grant from the Einaudi Center at Cornell has funded 

Sydney’s flight to and from Edinburgh in order to allow for her to research at the University of 

Edinburgh this summer, but it does not fund the research itself in any way. The research project 

itself is indirectly paid for by the University of Edinburgh, but the funding is not attached to a 

specific project nor to project outcomes. Conducting this research brings no financial benefit to 

the researchers, nor to the University of Edinburgh, nor to Cornell University.  

 

III. Would you like to participate? 

 

We ask parents or guardians to read this information sheet so that you can decide whether it is 

a good idea for your child to participate in designing our game. 

 

If you say “yes” when returning the permission form, we will then explain to your child their role 

and activities in our workshop, and we will ask them if they want to participate. We will remind 

your child that they can stop being a participant at any time without having to give any reason 

and that we will always listen to them. We will check that the child agrees to video, photo, and/or 

audio recordings. This explanation will follow from the child information sheet included in this 

packet. We feel strongly that children should be given a real choice about whether to participate. 

Even if you say “yes” on the permission form, your child may still say “no” if they do not wish to 

partake. We will respect your child’s decision. 

 

If you say “no”, we will not contact you again about this study and will not speak to your child 

about being a participant.  

 

Once again, this study is completely voluntary, and you and your child are under no 

obligation to take part. Even if you say yes now, you may withdraw your child from the study 

at any time and for any reason by contacting us. Your child may also withdraw at any time by 

saying that they do not wish to be in the workshop anymore. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this information. 

 

If you would like to know more about this research and/or if you have questions, please 

contact Sydney Zink in the University of Edinburgh School of Informatics at 

sydney.zink@gmail.com or 404-790-3248 (USA-based cell). 
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Child consent form 1/1 June 2017 

User Study #1: Child Consent Form  

To be used as a guide for securing consent or refusal after the child has had a 

chance to get information about the study. The child may mark (or be helped to 

mark) this form, or the child’s consent/refusal may be video-recorded.   

 

By playing the matching game today, I am helping to be a game designer. 

I can choose to be a game designer by choosing to play the game.  

I do not have to help if I don’t want to.   

I can decide to stop playing or take a break.  

I do not have to say why.  

It is OK if I change my mind later & say I do not want to be a game designer anymore.  

It is OK if some parts of the game are hard for me!  

Anything I can do is helpful. 

   

                    Do you want to be a games designer?       YES □ NO □ 

 

Sydney will use devices capable of video, photography, and audio recording to record 

what happens when you help her with the designs.  
 

Sydney will review these photos and recordings later.  

She will present them to other people who make games for children.  

Sydney might want to talk to you another day about the game you played. 

  Is it OK to record and show video of you?   YES □  NO □ 

  Is it OK to take photos?   YES □  NO □ 

  Is it OK to take audio recordings?    YES □  NO □ 

  Is it OK to talk later about the game?   YES □  NO □ 

 

Please write your name: __________________________________  

THANK YOU! 

C.2 Consent Forms

C.2.1 User Design Workshop
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Parent permission form 1/1 June 2017 

Design Workshop #1: Research consent form (for parents/guardians) 
 Please circle 

Have you read the information sheets? 

 

YES   /  NO 

Have you received enough information about the study? 

 

YES   /   NO 

Do you understand that participation is completely voluntary and your 

child can leave the study at any time, without having to give a reason? 

 

YES   /  NO 

Please sign this page to indicate that you understand and accept the conditions of this study, 

including image capture and audio recording. By signing, you agree that the researchers may 

explain the study to your child and invite him or her to take part as a games tester.   

With reference to further anonymous use of photographic or audio data, please circle yes or 

no in response to the following:   

I AGREE that images of my child may be used as examples in documents and 

presentations for research and/or teaching purposes.    

                  YES  /  NO 

I AGREE that audio of my child may be recorded, anonymized, and reviewed for 

research and/or teaching purposes.       

                  YES  /  NO 

I AGREE to follow-up communications, including those asking for follow-up 

communication with my child about the game they played.   

                  YES  /  NO 

If you give permission for this study, please return this form to the researcher.  

If you DO NOT wish to give permission, you do not need to return this page. We will 

not ask your child to participate.  

Full name of participating child: 
  

Child's date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY): _______/_______/_______ 

Your relationship to the child:   

Your name (please print clearly): 

Contact telephone number: _______________________________________________ 

E-mail address: _______________________________________________ 

Best time and method to reach you? ____________________________________________ 

 

Signature:    

Date: ______ /______/______ 



 
Researching the Design of a Game for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: 

Expert Interviews, Group 1 (Following Design Workshop #1)  
EXPERT CONSENT FORM 

 
You have been contacted as a knowledgeable agent in regards to: autism spectrum disorder, accessibility, education, game design and 
development, human-computer interaction, or multiple of these subjects so as to help inform a student project. 
 
Sydney Zink, a visiting researcher at the University of Edinburgh under the advising of Dr. Helen Pain, would please request your advice 
and feedback in the design of a game intended to aide and evaluate theory of mind in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).  
 
Your agreement would constitute a one-time, one-on-one session between you and Sydney to source this feedback. This session may be 
in- person or remotely conducted, and the format of your session will be detailed below in your specific consent form. 
 
You would be advising in her stage after a first user design workshop and before a first computer-based prototype so as to help her with 
initial prototype design – reward systems, level progression, and/or general appropriateness to ASD considerations/gameplay in addition 
to any other categorical or overall feedback/input you may have to give. 
 
How is my data protected, and what options do I have in providing data? 
While Sydney would appreciate having the choice to reference one’s name or credentials in insisting upon the validity of the expert 
feedback in her research writings, your participation in this session has the option to be anonymized, as given by a checkbox found 
below, and the checkbox option, if not anonymized, to deny use of direct quotations from you in any published or shared materials that 
pertain to Sydney’s project. You also are asked below to consent to written or typed notes, audio recordings, and video recordings. Your 
session may not involve all of these formats listed, and it is not guaranteed that of any mediums permitted, material from that medium 
will be used. All mediums shall have their data securely stored in password-protected virtual locations or key-locked physical storage.  
 
Your participation is on behalf of a project originating from the University of Edinburgh that may extend to work in Sydney’s home 
institution of Cornell University. You have the option below to deny having your data stored and accessed within the research settings of 
either university. Of whichever university settings you consent to for having your data securely stored and accessed on behalf of this 
research, the data will be kept secure by the aforementioned means. 
 
You may choose at any time to have any recordings or notes from your session pulled from this project for access and incorporation. 
Please contact Sydney Zink at sydney.zink@gmail.com or Helen Pain at helen@inf.ed.ac.uk to place this request.  
 
What risks does this session pose? 
There are no foreseen risks to expert participants in the feedback sessions. As mentioned, you have the option below to anonymize 
yourself in any published or presented material pertaining to this research. 
 
What benefits do I receive from participation? 
There are no objective and certain benefits to the participant from this feedback session. 

 

I consent to video recording. □ YES □ NO 
I consent to data storage and access at the 
University of Edinburgh. 

□ YES □ NO 

I consent to audio recording. □ YES □ NO 
I consent to data storage and access at Cornell 
University. 

□ YES □ NO 

I consent to written and/or typed note-
taking. 

□ YES □ NO 
I consent to use of direct quotations from me. 
(requires “NO” to anonymity in col. 1, row 5) 

□ YES □ NO 

I consent to interviewing via a remote 
meeting tool, if applicable. 

□ YES □ NO  
I understand that I may revoke my data at any 
time. 

□ YES □ NO 

I wish to be anonymous in any published 
or presented materials for this project. 

□ YES □ NO I consent to being contacted for follow-up about 
information given in this session after this session. 

□ YES □ NO 

 
By signing below, I indicate that I consent to all boxes checked “YES” in the table above, that I have had the opportunity to  ask 
questions before signing, and that I consent to participation in an “expert feedback session” with Sydney under the constraints 
indicated by my table of offered and withheld matters of consent. 
 
NAME: ____________________________________ DATE: ___________________  SESSION TYPE (CIRCLE ONE): IN-PERSON / REMOTE 

 
 
SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________   Please return to Sydney Zink, INFO 4.23 or sydney.zink@gmail.com 

C.2.2 Expert Feedback Sessions
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C.3 Participation Certificate for User Design Workshop
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APPENDIX D

MINE OVER MATTER EXPERT INTERVIEWS

D.1 Guiding Questions for Experts after User Design Workshop

D.1.1 Autism Spectrum Disorder

1. When you think of gameplay in relation to autistic theory of mind, what

comes to mind?

2. What struggles might a child with ASD face in playing a matching game,

and how might these struggles differ on a tablet versus on a desk? On a

computer?

3. What about a game should determine whether a child with ASD should

be playing a game alongside or with the guidance of an adult rather than

playing entirely on their own or with hands-off supervision?

4. Should this game ultimately be designed for individual or collaborative

play? Which backchannels might best inform a teacher, parent, doctor, or

caretaker about the child’s gameplay mindset and gains, and how might

this information get fed to such people involved while keeping the inter-

face focused on the child as the user?

5. Should the child with ASD be considered the primary user of this game,

or even the one playing it? Alternatively, should the game be designed to

be directed by an adult or, say, a typically-developing friend of the child,

with the child participating through said person or some sort of secondary

means? What could be argued for or against these various options?
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6. What should be the goal of a child’s gameplay meant to attend to theory

of mind? What is indicative of progress, and by which metrics? What

might be gained through subjective and qualitative evaluations, and what

should take — or could be harmed by, i.e. strip its nuances from — a

more quantitative approach? How might both be designed for short-term

studies and interactions with a child?

7. With ASD, as with many experiences, what best suits an individual might

largely differ from what best suits a group that that individual belongs to.

How might both this game design and research orientation attend to in-

dividual benefit for children with ASD while ultimately serving a general

base of said users?

D.1.2 Game Design and HCI

1. What do you think of when you hear the term ”matching game”? Please

sketch what it is you have in mind, both verbally and on paper. (Is it

thought of as a device-based game from the start? What might influence

this selection, e.g. perhaps the interviewee works on board games or con-

sole games?)

2. What are characteristics of a compelling matching game?

3. What would need to translate or be different from the previous question

in having a device-based game rather than one with physical cards or to-

kens?

4. What issues might a typical child or player face with a matching game?
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D.2 Expert Interviews

Throughout this project, experts in at least one field of human-computer in-

teraction, education, game design and development, or autism spectrum dis-

order were consulted for their respective area or areas of expertise to advise

this game. Feedback ranged from one-on-one brainstorming, interviewing, and

demoing to pairwise testing of games between researchers developing autism-

related games with Dr. Pain in parallel. Following the presentation of some

guiding questions in the previous section for having gone about these inter-

views, the rest of this appendix provides a comprehensive detailing of inter-

views held with experts in three domains following the first user study. Please

mail the thesis author for any requests of interview audio or direct transcripts.

D.2.1 Aurora Constantin

One expert feedback interview was with Aurora Constantin, a research asso-

ciate in the University of Edinburgh School of Informatics. Aurora did her Ph.D.

with Helen Pain, the advisor of this grant research, with a focus on educational

tools for children with autism with specific attention to tools for social stories.

As with this author’s research, hers has specialized in tools for practitioners.

She has worked on further projects towards tools for social stories with the Uni-

versity of Bath, but as tools meant to interact with autistic children and their

parents in addition to practitioners. As such, she has conducted design studies

involving children with ASD on behalf of developing one such tool for the iPad.

Our conversation opened by noting what differences by experience were in-
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volved in designing for each of the aforementioned groups: children with ASD,

their parents, and practitioners. Aurora notes the different purposes of the ap-

plication for each said group as first and foremost driving the design differences,

noting how parents and practitioners had a responsibility to write and review

the social stories whereas children’s only interaction with the application itself

was to read these stories. Children were afforded some extent of editing stories

but were very constrained in this matter on the part of leaving content con-

trol to the parents and practitioners. Multiple interfaces were created such that

parents and teachers would share a common interface distinct of the one chil-

dren used with fewer functionalities. Between the groups of adults, Aurora’s

research group found that parents needed more support in the writing of these

social stories, but there were no steep differences driving a need for different in-

terfaces. With regard to the children’s interface, Aurora has found a prominent

consideration to be that of determining what sort of rewards system children

with autism need for engaging with the social stories and how to integrate those

rewards into their interface usage.

In discussing an appropriate rewards system, I first sought insight into what

such a reward was and how to both measure and schedule its delivery. For ex-

ample, was such a reward an animation on screen or a similar event basis, or

were rewards more so in line with points toward a final and best sort of score?

From conducting design studies with children for the application interface, Au-

rora drew two key observations: that the rewards system should be customized

to the child’s interests, as previous studies have suggested, and that children

would like to get a reward that reflects their progress through the social stories

(or through the task in general.) That is, “when they do better in their task, they

would like to get a better, bigger reward in a way they then describe.”
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Aurora extended her studies to include children with learning disabilities, as

much of this chapter’s cited literature has done when researching on behalf of

ASD. She studied three groups: children with autism, children with autism and

learning disabilities, and children with learning disabilities. By contrast, all of

the research projects supervised under Dr. Pain in the 2017 summer term only

had access to typically-developing children, though a few children were noted

to require some particular attentions from the adults in our research cohort in

order to see through their interaction with the other children or with the task

at hand. Though our projects’ user studies were advertised to, and as being

for, typically-developing children on behalf of autism research, we were given

the caveat (learned of past studies in Dr. Pain’s group) that some volunteering

families may have children “typically developing” in the sense of not having

autism spectrum disorder by any diagnosis to date, but that may nonetheless

have (potentially undisclosed) conditions with respect to their learning or be-

havior. Aurora’s team set these three groups of children in order to determine

whether there were differences in what the rewards structure for each group

should be, as the literature suggests to be very likely the case even within pre-

sentations of autism alone; whereas one child may be very sensitive to sounds

but respond well to an animation of various lights and colors, another may be

particularly averse to focusing their visual attention upon an intended entity.

Given these particularities of the individual child, how would one struc-

ture a rewards system to suit entire groups of children, such as children under

the broad category of having one or more learning disabilities? Aurora’s team

sought commonalities between the preferred reward structures of the three

tested groups and indeed found that there were a few, such as a categorical

or topical preference for what the reward was. She based this upon what she re-
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ported as four children in the ASD group, four in the learning disabilities group,

and four in the group with learning disabilities and autism — low numbers, as

with our small study engaging typically-developing children. In the end, she

says, they were able to reaffirm studies of preferred rewards for children with

high-functioning autism and use their results to inform reward systems that

multiple groups of children could presumably benefit from, still emphasizing

nonetheless that customizing a reward to the user is ideal to the extent that this

can be done.

Crucial to the framing of our conversation was that her research, too, had

been as a prototypical design — a study of how to inform design elements,

not of how to build and test — rather than as a fully developed and tested

application; what she was researching was less so about testing the effectiveness

of the application than about informing certain scaffoldings of its design for

later ability to test and rework by relevant parties. Similarly, the brief grant

period of our work extended to informing the design of a testable game in the

sense of being one level higher: figuring out how to best inform that design, first

with typically-developing kids before folding in the nuance of what other such

groups of children would need as those Aurora studied. By comparison, just as

it may seem difficult to study low-resource machine translation if not for taking

advantage of what higher-resource language data can offer or what a certain

method can offer regardless of the language applied, part of our challenge was

to design for certain child populations not available for us to directly engage

with in the design stages.

According to Aurora, at the time of our interview, it would have been a later

step to actually test her reward system deductions with the child populations
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under study. While she had researched about preferred reward systems for the

sake of her interface design, she emphasized that what she had come up with

was not a matter of effective versus ineffective design decisions (on the basis of

needing those further studies of applied testing) — “I didn’t discuss about the

effectiveness of these rewards because we didn’t apply them” — but instead

child- and literature-informed suggestions for the design (to later test): “We just

wanted to get information, like you do when you have requirements gathering,

in order to give guidelines for designers....We got some ideas from children that

they would like rewards....What we did was to think about the design of the

digital rewards and how to implement them. We didn’t have a final app un-

til now, so we didn’t finish the system to go back to the children and see what

works well with them and whatnot, so that that would be the next stage: to

implement what we obtained from them of these requirements.” At this point,

she and her team would have gotten their evaluation in terms of children’s en-

gagement and impact on learning from the rewards system that aligns with task

progress. We would similarly have to test with autistic children in a later stage,

though Aurora also insisted that the project she had been discussing (which she

had, by the time of the interview, no longer been a part of) would very likely

not be pursuing a later such stage of its own.

Aurora gave feedback after our first user study surrounding questions raised

about, for example, how to suggest to a child that there is an assigned label to

guess for a picture as the “correct” one without discounting their own suggested

labels as incorrect — which treatment of the game would be reinforcing the

problem area of being unwelcoming to multiple viewpoints upon a single en-

tity. This realization largely informed our reshaping of the study design, success

metrics, and research questions, as Chapter 3 discusses. We discussed reward
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Figure D.1: A ceramic mug. [76]

systems, hints, and levels of difficulty to incorporate into such a game. She

insisted teaching children about categorization by encouraging them to find

common attributes among pictures such that they could give grouping expla-

nations on the basis of these attributes, making this easier for them at the start

by offering a sort of multiple-choice selection as to what the shared attribute

is (all drawings had a certain part shaded in, all included something round,

etcetera.) Perhaps we could derive a growing selection and diversity of an-

swers from previous children’s offered explanations in forming the category, al-

lowing multiple-choice players in low-difficulty settings to choose among these

perspectives (and be encouraged to explain their choice) rather than having to

provide their own category justification from scratch. Such multiple-choice play

could also help to evidence any fixation upon sameness regardless of context,

such as always choosing the first multiple-choice item but not being able to jus-

tify it — or even repeat what the category label had been.

Consider Figure D.1 and candidate first impressions of what the photo image

depicts. ‘Quick, Draw!’ data relies on any textures or colors to be conveyed by

user workarounds strictly using a black stroke tool. But consider this sort of

image: justifiably an angel (a ‘Quick, Draw!’ label available), but also a mug

(per the colloquial term of how a face might be referred to.) Though a holistic

view of the image had been encouraged for ASD children’s argument — this
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is a mug because it is a face, prioritizing synonyms to a depicted whole over

feature-driven label variations — fixation upon features may also justify this

image to portray a mug per the presumed hollowness of its depicted item. what

would have to be added or removed from a ‘Quick, Draw!’ sketch, or changed

about its production, to encourage such a gameboard of angels in Figure 1.1

to find overlap with another depicted category of mugs, such that clarifying

interest in a ceramic mug may not serve to filter one’s representations? Such

questions extend beyond the concerns of our Mine over Matter design to further

drive Appendix B’s research in conversationally querying a database by natural

language, as representation spaces and filtering steps present challenges to a

maintained common ground and its expected state throughout those stepwise

requests.

Running up against Aurora’s suggestions are the complications of our

advanced-stage game. For an advanced game, we insist on including such game

board examples as a cup-like object and a human face drawing both falling un-

der the classification of “mug,” for which examples there is less likely to be

any commonality among the drawings themselves in searching beyond their

shared semantic space; thus, these suggestions find an objection by counterex-

ample. For older or more advanced children, we would even like to frame such

game boards as would have mugs, faces, and cups all present, with the child

left to discuss in their play session a progression of understanding mugs and

faces to share a semantic space, mugs and cups to share a certain physical class

as may be pertinent to finer drawing detail, and cups to have “faces” (e.g. its

base) whereas faces interact with, rather than have (or are), cups – which an

imaginative child may still argue against; in other words, we would like to wel-

come explanation beyond a unifying physical attribute of drawings. using the
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drawings’ presented or child-proposed groupings as a starting point for such

conversation.

D.2.2 Kami Vaniea

Kami Vaniea lectures in cyber security and privacy at the University of Edin-

burgh, even referencing her studies of privacy policies and their user readabil-

ity at the start of our interview when reviewing the consent form for our dis-

cussions. She introduces herself as teaching human-computer interaction (HCI)

and computer security — “I do zero with children. And I do zero with children

with autism.” But Kami had advised four of Dr. Pain’s students on projects,

and she says she has picked up on such data in turn. Her expertise in these

interviews situates in human-computer interaction.

After introducing my initial game design to Kami, rather than diving into

review of the user study, I am immediately proposed an alternative set of first

impressions of what this game’s purpose may be for: “So are you looking less

at theory of the mind and more at this concept of – you kind of have this weird

abstract thing that’s not literal? And you’re trying to teach them how to un-

derstand nonliteral things and how that’s matched?” This follows brief men-

tion of, say, partial raccoon drawings being recognized nonetheless as raccoons

by Google’s own ‘Quick, Draw!’ artificial intelligence, in relation to ponder-

ing what tipping points would exist in children offering candidate imaginative

labelings versus steadfast convictions.

She relates my game to Luis von Ahn’s game of captioning images on

Google. For his game, two players who do not see each other attempt to as
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quickly as possible use a shared word to describe an image. In other words

(well, in a same word), two humans both have to agree on what is in the image

they both have. Our games are similar because, for both, “the goal is less to

figure out what that image is, and more to figure out what someone else thinks

that image is.”

This is certainly true for the premise of the game. The results would be quite

different in sending the child looking inward, and evaluating them accordingly.

In having learned to avoid framing this game as one of correct versus incor-

rect answers so as to avoid our own demonstration of low accommodation to-

wards others’ perceptions, the question arises again of how to avoid such strict-

ness while maintaining enough fruitful structure. For example, would phrasing

“what was this person told to draw?” rather than “what did this person draw?”

perhaps get fewer candidate answers per child, but answers further distanced

from one’s own supposed label? And what balance would be best to achieve

between those two matters, if not better to design zealously towards only one?

Game, SET, Match

“This is what they were told to draw. What you said they were told to draw

wasn’t it, but that doesn’t mean it’s not what this could be.” Such is how I ex-

plained my verbose message in need of trimming that I had in mind to deliver to

children whose answers did not match the ‘Quick, Draw!’ drawing labels. This

explanation gets Kami to suggest the game sounds closer to Pictionary, moving

on from von Ahn’s games-with-a-purose (GWAPs.) Or, as I propose, SET: per-

haps equally relevant to Pictionary for the purpose, if not slightly less so, but

more relevant when it comes to the matching interface I was developing. But
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when it comes down to it, this series of comparisons against well-established

game was missing a key question to ultimately set it closest to a particular game,

if any, while setting it apart from all of them: what was my learning goal?

The way I pitched the goal by that time was like so: “to convince [child

players with ASD] that people might see the same image different ways, but

also to evoke that from themself...even if they got it right, asking ‘what other

things could this be?”’ The idea was to go beyond single guesses at a time,

instead producing lists.

Kami suggested that SET as game foundation would suit children with

autism well for it being highly literal, “so that makes sense.”

What would von Ahn think? (Now what would von Ahn think as a list?)

“You’re gonna have this huge – you’re gonna have a little internal battle with

this game, because on one hand you have to mark something as right or wrong;

on the other hand, you’re trying to get people to look at it closer to a Rorschach

test, ‘what do I see in this.’ And that’s really at war.” The worry in her tone was

palpable.

I was insisted again towards Luis von Ahn’s work for battling a “same goal:

you have all these images, and the computer doesn’t know what’s the right

answer. And part of the question is, why aren’t you just having two players

playing Pictionary?” In contrast to von Ahn’s work, I meant to emphasize this

game’s ability to be played alone, the partner or supervisor being at most a

conversational attendee not having at any point during the child’s session to

interact with the interface. The game was meant to give them greater indepen-
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dence in generating, justifying, and later recognizing their own candidate ideas

while in a simultaneous position of having to recognize, too, that these ideas

may not only be theirs; a war indeed. This process can be facilitated by an adult

or companion sitting by to share their own ideas and to help prompt more from

the player, but the real ideal seemed to be in achieving an independence of well-

positioned speculation: greater self-awareness scaffolding greater empathy.

In terms of playing alone, Kami notes that von Ahn would play recordings

of prior gameplay sessions as a second player if someone tried to play his games

without being able to find a partner. This calls to mind two things for me: liter-

ature’s suggestion of ASD obsessions with ritual and sameness, and the strong

interest in having ASD players eventually play with their own game pieces con-

tributed in earlier sessions under different playing contexts (game board, state

of mind, etcetera.)

Rain? Forest? Rainforest?

“A cloud with two ray things coming out of it could either be a cloud or a tree. I

would that would almost might distress someone.” I agreed with this statement,

as my question of sensitive, yet fruitfully challenging, game design walked that

fine line of distress in ASD, especially in inching a child towards playing alone.

Just as there is concern in the original conceptualization of the game for wanting

to move a child out of obsessive fixation over what label may assigned to an

image or object as well as what object or image may qualify for a label, we have

to be sensitive to the reverse problem as well: new habits of allowing anything

to be argued as having any label or description leading an isolated child to feel

even more dissociated from the world, from any sort of referential, self-guiding
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Figure D.2: Rain or tree? (from Google ’Quick, Draw!’)

truth or grounded reality. Kami proposed making the game easier on the child

by distancing from SET, but still using cards. Rather than forming categories by

selecting cards from the game board that are presumed to depict the same label,

they would instead make categories from a game board of cards by dragging

cards into spaces designated for a proposed or given label.

“You almost need...I think I tell my students to call it an oracle. I need to

know what is this according to who.” What will a computer think that a cup

versus a mug looks like, versus a child, versus a guiding parent or doctor? Be-

cause von Ahn’s game under discussion had one online player play with an-

other online player, questions of what a computer thought something was were

out, even if the game was for the sake of computer learning; the question to

answer was about what another human being saw. (Back again to Appendix

A: a choice to anthropomorphize certain technologies, and how so, bears con-

sequences and thoughtful redesign iterations, especially when training a device

on human data or designing with distant reserve over the caution that these

devices instead just have us “staring at our screens all day.”) This interview

session indeed brought me to finally realize the extent to which the conditions

upon which Google’s data was sourced were as crucial to my studies as the con-

ditions upon which my own data would be sourced. It was important that the
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people playing my game understand where these drawings come from: a sit-

uation of needing to persuade a computer AI, and of having limited time and

tools by which to do so. A few other constraints needed to be implemented in

my design as well in trying to both encourage order and imagination at once,

particularly expectations for phrase length. Something I had not even thought

about until Kami raised it was a “coffee cup” versus “mug” game board not only

being intimidating by image similarity, but also by players’ discovery of multi-

word labels in the dataset potentially throwing them off to not be sure whether

a single word or even an entire sentence should be assigned to a picture.

“So part of the problem you’re struggling with is that you’re not sure what

bar you’re judging it against,” in returning to the question of whether the game

should be framed to the player — even to my research, too — as the player con-

fronting herself (such as by incorporating her past drawings or her discarded

labels in some way), other ASD kids, other children overall, or Google — quite

true. This, as Kami says, can make explanations I give to the players very diffi-

cult to form properly because of how some depictions indeed may be arbitrary

or culture-specific. Though my game means to propose labels that answer a

most stripped-down question of “What is this?” there is indeed a trap that can

be fallen into if receiving label suggestions along the lines of von Ahn’s game,

or the modern trend of assigning several hashtags to describe a single image on

Instagram — kids potentially giving such words as ’cat,’ ’upside-down,’ ’cute’

if asking them to come up with multiple candidate words by which to label a

picture or group of pictures. The problem is not one of right versus wrong in

such a case, nor indeed of local versus global descriptiveness, but of tangible

versus intangible or even observed versus felt.
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Less relevant outright to the autism-oriented purposes of this game but cru-

cial to its audience applicability nonetheless is Kami having pointed out that

hardly any visual words were used in my game; in other words, little reading

was required, and as such, the game seemed to be the most accessible to very

young children of all the games that Helen’s group was designing. This is a

ripe opportunity for future design iterations of the game to afford more or less

visual language in order to attend not only to certain presentations of autism,

but to different age groups that may benefit from the same game under light

customization.

But my game was not without other hiccups, of course, though some of

these matters raised were more so proposed ways of honing focus within the

same design than issues about the game. The discussion for those matters was

accordingly more so around reframing the means of asking or observing the

research questions in studied practice than about design elements not being

suitable. For example, Kami raised that my proposed game of forming cate-

gories and proposing or matching a label for each seemed like it would have

the right design premise to help children reconcile there being different repre-

sentations of the same word (the word “mug” corresponding to many mental

images, whether within or between semantic definitions), but not necessarily to

teach seeing one entity in many ways (looking at a picture of kitchenware mugs

and seeing several candidate options for how to refer to the item.) An over-

abundance of time was spent after this feedback trying to accommodate both

types of representational thinking under the same game when the learned bet-

ter approach, in the end, would have been to improve features solely attending

to one.
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D.2.3 Vanessa Zervogianni

Vanessa is a practitioner who has worked with a broad range of ages of people

with autism spectrum disorder, and her area of expertise is in ASD technology

— “how technology can serve as an educational tool and as an assistive means

for people on the spectrum.” She also worked for a year as a user experience

(UX) researcher and designer on behalf of the University of Edinburgh. She de-

scribes her work, then, as “combining these two areas of technology for autism

in educational settings, and user experience research for the web and software

in general.”

Vanessa and I spoke broadly about game design for ASD before discussing

my own initial designs. Vanessa immediately emphasizes that among the pri-

mary concerns is accessibility that factors in visual and aural sensitivities to

avoid overstimulation otherwise unrealized by typically-developing people.

People with ASD also would need more guidance in emotional engagement,

she advises; visual cues ordinarily perceived in human or cartoon faces may go

unrecognized and should not be taken for granted as a mode of guidance. Peo-

ple with ASD are described as being less likely to engage in shared gameplay,

instead playing individually; “the way their gameplay evolves is different than

[for] typically-developing people.”

I introduce my game in the state it had taken for its first user study, rais-

ing a first and foremost objective of figuring out what the research goals really

are; whereas the original goal defining successful gameplay had been having a

player arrive at the “correct” label for a Google ‘Quick, Draw!’ image, mean-

ing the prompt word or phrase given to the person who had originally drawn
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the image in response, I tease loosening this rigidity in redefining the primary

success detection of the game as getting the players to offer a variety of ideas at

all regardless of accuracy to the original prompt label. As I put it, “if a player

can offer multiple ideas of what a single drawing is, then that’s evidencing in it-

self some ability to consider multiple perspectives, even within oneself, of what

something is, and perhaps that’s its own sign of success.” Whereas interviewing

Aurora had focused on rewards systems — on recognizing when it is appropri-

ate to progress to a next level, how to decide what that leveling should look

like, and how to reward appealingly without disruption between those stages

— and had thereby reinforced my original questions of how to push towards

and reward “right” answers, speaking with Kami had brought me to the new

approach of looking inward, and Vanessa helped to ground that anew to struc-

tured, measured gameplay.

Our conversation turned to how the ‘Quick, Draw!’ data would be filtered to

populate my game boards; after all, the dataset can include hundreds of thou-

sands of drawings per prompt. This had been one of my most hesitant design

considerations, as I had not wanted to introduce my own selection biases for

the game or its user studies. Therefore, I had only been filtering the data by

player country code and for whether Google’s A.I. had recognized the draw-

ing within the limited play period as belonging to the prompt category. As

explained in my main thesis body, the former filtering choice was made so as to

reduce cultural biases as to what a certain entity should look like or be called,

and the latter filtering was to not make the game assumedly unfair and con-

sequently unpleasant for trying to get child players to recognize drawings that

even Google itself, with vast data grounding and sophisticated algorithms, had

not recognized. I otherwise had been using expanses of the topmost drawings
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that Google’s online interactive dataset offered for each category played, and I

reviewed each consequent label collection by hand to scan for any obscenities;

while my game did not want to disqualify use of any of the submitted images for

seeming subjectively irrelevant, the ethical objection of not putting obscenities

in front of children held priority — even when posing unexplored tangents rel-

evant to this game and this filtering of what individually and culturally would

constitute an obscenity.

Even trickier and yet resolved was having to decide how to divide up each

label sets into various sizes of cards — which images to make standalone and

which to put on gridded cards alongside several other original-label drawings.

My study had tried to evade a personal touch in this determination by cutting

up the same image set in several different ways such that an image belonging

to my full dataset sample could appear standalone, on thin strips of that label’s

images, or within a larger drawings grid of that ‘Quick, Draw!’ label.

Thus, I had been filtering in one way by removing images not recognized

for their prompt within the time frame that ‘Quick, Draw!’ gives for the player

to draw as the A.I. makes guesses. This filtering seemed justified. Where I

had gone wrong, proposed Vanessa, was in hand-filtering (beyond the issues of

that subjectivity alone) image sets to remove what looked like images that had

barely begun to get drawn before the ‘Quick, Draw!’ A.I. had recognized them

by their prompt. Herein presented what had seemed the most tangible, obvious

divide yet between the computerized play and the child play, bringing to light

the emphases that Kami Vaniea had raised in her interview of how one might

draw differently for a computer versus a child versus an adult aide — and how

it was important for people confronting the ‘Quick, Draw!’ data in whichever
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game medium to be able to ground where and how the original drawings had

been collected, with what audience. Even when considering the game exten-

sion originally proposed of having children try to recognize their own drawing

submissions at a later point, the design of this task is crucial in its tedium be-

cause of how informing a child that they are drawing for themself could likely

bring significantly different features and choices forward in the (timed, espe-

cially) drawing act than if they are made to believe they are submitting their

own ‘Quick, Draw!’ drawings meant to align with the computer-judged draw-

ing conditions as the other Google dataset images they had grouped. In short,

drawing for oneself to later understand what one had intended can present vast

differences from drawing for other people’s recognition, or from drawing for a

computer tool treated with individual-specific degrees of anthropomorphism,

assumptions, and trust.

What is it about a drawing seeming to miss so many crucial features and to

be so incomplete in early strokes that drives the ‘Quick, Draw!’ A.I.’s quick and

confident recognition, how would we explain the wedge driven between this

recognition and humans’ representational modeling capacities or habits, and

what can be done to bring those closer together? More to the point of theory of

mind, how might the same be studied and drawn closer, per the former’s ob-

servations, between typically-developing children and ASD children frequently

ascribed with such tendencies as our technological states-of-the-art demonstrate

(e.g. Appendix B) for better or for worse or — for mindful evaluation?

Vanessa offers the following in response to my wanting the origins of the

’Quick, Draw!’ drawings to have their conditions made very clear to the chil-

dren they engage: “So I’m wondering...if the system doesn’t immediately rec-
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ognize the pattern you’re drawing, you will have finished your drawing before

it recognizes it correctly. So let’s assume that we have a corpus of success-

fully recognized drawings. Okay, some of them were successfully recognized

when...one third? Of the drawing, or two thirds of the drawing, and some

of them were only recognized correctly after the whole drawing was finished,

right? And so the first bit is what you want to filter out, so, half-drawn. I sup-

pose it’s, again, our own biased opinion of...what everything is, but then I sup-

pose that the ones that were very quickly recognized when half-drawn would

be the more...I don’t know, accurate! Closer to what usually would, I don’t

know, be considered a pattern, whereas the ones that were successfully recog-

nized at the very end might not be that accurate....I was thinking that it could

be interesting to somehow include half-drawn patterns. I mean, ideally, but I

don’t think that your corpus will enable you to do that. I would be good for

the user, and more and more engaging, to see sketch being drawn and be able

to make guesses as they go that – they can be wrong, obviously, the same way

the A.I. can be wrong. So you start drawing, uh...the user sees a square being

drawn, and then on top of it, a triangle, and guesses ‘oh, okay, house.’ But no,

it wasn’t done. The system hasn’t finished drawing, and the system continues

until in the end, it was a car. So I think this way would make the interaction

more engaging, as it would see something happening in the process rather than

fixed patterns that they need to recognize.”

”To see it happening in front of them, being drawn in front of them, other

than seeing the end product only” is Vanessa’s vision depending on the purpose

of the project, such as kids emulating the A.I. and knowing this is expected of

the particular user-study task at hand for a particular iteration of their study

involvement. Kids should see what is being drawn. In essence, this project
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needs a way to pick up on, convey, and engage stroke order. But we agreed that

the relevance depends on the research question and approach.

We had two more issues to discuss: one of simplified design, and one of

questions’ (as with cards’, too) ordering effects. First, as a matter of simplified

design, there was a proposal of doing card binning instead of card matching.

This first arose with Kami: designate a space to drag each presumed category

of card into. Vanessa proposed this more so as a “category versus not-category”

binning such that each offered category is treated one at a time. The concerns

I raised therein were of expecting to lose nuance in the category determina-

tions that had been fostered by having to think about multiple potential cate-

gories at a time (rather than giving potential carelessness or even overattention

to so easily casting aside drawings as “not-category” for subtle differences that

would not ordinarily validate a change of categorical identification) and having

to compare drawings to determine categories rather than assume a category and

an authoritative card of designated reference and gatekeeping (another outcome

I had presumed likely.) It will nonetheless be worth testing a binning setup in

subsequent user study implementations before committing a virtual interface to

one such setup or the other suiting a traditional matching board.

Finally, there are several questions of ordering effects, with one such con-

cern pertaining to phrasing variants on the basic premise question of “what is

this a drawing of?” to elicit candidate labels and their arguments. Namely, what

might we expect to happen if we first ask people to describe a drawing they are

looking at and wait to ask secondly for a label assignment, and how might this

further behave under a binning alternative? For example, would someone look

at a picture and describe it as “a cloud with two ray things coming out of it” be-
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fore labeling it as rain, to refer back to the interview with Kami, such that they

are using compositional objects (rather than adjectives) as descriptions influ-

encing a comprehensive picture labeling in the second step? What transitivity

might there be in, for example, starting with claiming a full image labeling to

be “cereal” and its descriptions to include “spoon” and “bowl” in the narrative,

versus starting with a description including “spoon” and ”bowl” (or even one

of higher-level descriptors; “kitchenware,” “circle and line”) and trusting this

image description to arrive at the next step’s “cereal” image labeling?

–

All in all, roughly four hours of interviews were recorded, and this appendix

only covers a fraction of those discussions and captures certain sections of them

very broadly to try to reach as many of the general themes discussed as possible.

Full interview audio and transcripts are available upon request by mailing the

author.
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